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The purpose of this research was to resolve, how to ensure the operational reliability of

temporary camera surveillance system during the construction phase in a vessel. The vessel’s

IT network’s delayed commissioning has caused the demand for temporary camera

surveillance. IT network is typically commissioned almost as late as the delivery of the vessel

that is affecting the robust of CCTV camera system. The increasing cyber security risk has

brought out the weakness of the surveillance during construction phase and created the demand

to explore alternative solutions for improving the surveillance.

In this thesis alternative solutions for implementing the temporary surveillance system were

explored. The exploring of alternative solutions started from component level, expanded to

system entireties and further to greater integration and video analytic entireties. The research

work was executed by acquainting the literature and scientific publications related to main

topics and by interviewing professional of different fields.

As a part of this research, temporary camera surveillance system was constructed for the

surveillance of vessel’s outer hull. With this temporary surveillance system it was possible to

test the reliability of system in practice. Based on this research, similar system could be

designed and implemented indoors to improve the surveillance and raise the level of cyber

security already in earlier phase of construction.
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Tutkimuksen tarkoituksena oli selvittää, kuinka väliaikaisesta kameravalvontajärjestelmästä

saadaan toimintavarma rakennusaikaisessa laivaympäristössä. Tarpeen väliaikaiselle

kameravalvonnalle on aiheuttanut laivan IT-verkon käyttöönoton viivästyminen lähelle laivan

luovutusajankohtaa, joka vaikuttaa laivan oman CCTV-kamerajärjestelmän

toimintavarmuuteen. Kasvava kyberturvallisuusriski on nostanut rakennusaikaisen valvonnan

heikkouden esille sekä luonut tarpeen tutkia vaihtoehtoisia ratkaisuja valvonnan

parantamiseksi.

Työssä tutkittiin vaihtoehtoisia ratkaisuja väliaikaisen kameravalvonnan toteuttamiseksi.

Vaihtoehtoisten ratkaisujen tutkiminen lähti liikkeelle komponenttitasolta, laajentui

järjestelmäkokonaisuuksiin ja siitä edelleen suurempiin integrointi- ja

videoanalytiikkaohjelmistokokonaisuuksiin. Tutkimustyö toteutettiin tutustumalla aiheeseen

liittyvään kirjallisuuteen ja tieteellisiin julkaisuihin sekä haastattelemalla eri osa-alueiden

asiantuntijoita.

Osana tutkimusta rakennettiin väliaikainen kameravalvontajärjestelmä laivan rungon

valvontaan, jonka avulla onnistuttiin testaamaan käytännössä rakennetun järjestelmän

toimintavarmuutta. Tutkimukseen perustuen samankaltainen järjestelmä voidaan suunnitella ja

toteuttaa sisätiloihin parantamaan valvontaa ja nostamaan kyberturvallisuuden tasoa jo

varhaisessa rakennusvaiheessa.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the beginning cameras were placed to monitor certain areas, where people were not allowed

to go. Technology of Closed-Circuit Television (CCTV), ability and usefulness started to

evolve slowly and next notable steps were video recording function and multiplexers.

Multiplexers allow observing multiple cameras in one monitor at the same time. Video

recording feature extended the use of CCTV system when recording is possible to use as

evidence of crimes and supervision of the live monitors is not needed when recordings can be

viewed afterwards. Devices have developed from analog to digital which means for example

that resolution of cameras have increased significantly and this allows more details from the

video. [35]

The development of digital technology has direct impact on CCTV technology that formerly

only required cameras, cabling and video monitoring system. Now system has become a

complex electronic configuration of equipment with computer and telecommunication

technologies [15]. Together with general development of CCTV system also technologies in

marine industry have been under transition to new advancements for a long time. Updating of

camera types from analog to digital has reduced the cabling when it is possible to carry power

and data with only one cable. Nowadays camera systems in cruise vessels are a part of the

vessels’ own IT networks because the IP camera system is possible built inside the data system

and as a consequence of that an additional camera network is no longer needed. As a result of

adding the CCTV system to be a part of the vessel's own IT network has impaired the

construction-phase surveillance because the vessel's IT network is deployed in the very late

phase of the project.

Lack of surveillance has generated a variety of difficulties during the construction-phase such

as material loss and damages. Together with these material difficulties constantly emerging

cyber security risk are the main reasons why this topic was selected for this research. The

outcome of this thesis is the temporary surveillance system, which is seen mandatory in

constantly digitalizing environment that needs better surveillance. Meyer Turku shipyard

currently has not a suitable solution for supervision of the project during the construction phase.
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As a part of the thesis, I will study and present different solutions for the temporary video

surveillance system and together with relevant parties, we will choose one option for closer

examination and all the way to the small scale test system in the following project. Idea is to

develop the system further in the future projects and the system built as a part of this thesis is

only a foundation for construction-phase video surveillance system. The chosen system will be

presented more closely in chapter five as a part of the case study.

This thesis is executed to company Meyer Turku. Turku Shipyard was founded in 1737 and it

has been family-owned by Meyer family and part of the Meyer Group together with German

shipyard Meyer Werft since 2014. Meyer Turku is one of the leading European shipbuilding

companies and the competition in the shipbuilding industry is intensifying constantly causing

that the quality of the final product have to be world class. [54]

1.1 Background of the thesis

The competition in shipbuilding industry is constantly tightening when more and more global

operators are entering into the market. Quality of the final product is the competitive advantage

on the markets with many operators and for ensuring that the construction phase of the vessels

have to be improve. During the last decade, the amount of cruise ship passengers has grown

significantly, which has had a major effect on shipping companies' intention to increase the

capacity of the passengers on board. As a consequence of that, the size of the vessels has

expanded substantially and the overall lengths of the vessels are nowadays almost invariably

over 300 meters. The growth of the new build vessels has a huge effect for the construction

phase of the projects. Supervision and safety of the projects becomes more essential when the

construction time of the project is extended and number of workers involved in the project is

increasing.

As a project, the cruise vessel is a huge construction site that takes several years from the design

table to the finished product. Compared to the length of the whole production period, many of

the vessels’ own safety and surveillance systems are ready to use in the very late phase of the

project. This has led to the situation where the most important systems have temporary solutions
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during construction period. Vessels’ own CCTV system is dependent of vessel’s IT network

which commissioning is in very late phase of the project. Based on late commissioning of IT

network and the fact that the network is unstable for long time after the startup of the system,

vessel’s own CCTV system is not a good option to rely on when reliable construction phase

surveillance system is needed. At the moment Meyer Turku shipyard has not properly working

temporary video surveillance system for construction and testing period and for that reason this

subject came up for further investigation. The purpose of these temporary solutions is to secure

the product during the construction phase and fulfill the safety requirements set by different

societies during the building and testing phases.

Insurance companies have become more and more interested in the safety and surveillance

systems during the building phase of the project. For that reason, it has become mandatory to

investigate how the safety and surveillance of the vessel is possible to improve already in the

earlier phase of the project. Temporary video surveillance systems have become prime option,

because as already explained previously the development of technology has combined CCTV

systems on board to be part of a vessel's own IT network and the late commissioning of IT

network delays the commissioning of CCTV system.

Cyber security is a topical theme nowadays in a digitalizing world and the willingness to learn

more about this topic has been growing progressively particularly in the marine industry, where

the expertise of this topic is still slight. Like other businesses, cruise ship business is

increasingly dependent on digital systems and services and this digitalization is causing a

constantly crowing cyber security risk. Technology of surveillance cameras is moving

increasingly to the digital environment including use of data storages when old fashion cassette

storages are moving into the past. As a result of that, also confidential data is usually stored

more into the digital storages where the data is easily attainable e.g. via remote access causing

that protection of this data has to develop constantly along with the digitalization of the systems.

Nowadays it is familiar to read about cyber-attacks or information leaks where criminals have

accessed to some private data and in the worst-case scenario, they are blackmailing the target

of that data with this embezzled information.
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To summarize, the main reasons for improving the construction phase surveillance of Meyer

Turku Shipyards’ projects are the increasing cyber security risk, extended construction time of

the new build projects and a large number of ship builders involving in these larger projects

requires better supervision. These aspects have required to research how surveillance can be

improved already in earlier phase of the projects. The aim of this research is to develop the

knowledge how to raise the supervision of construction-phase to the next level and hopefully

work as a first step towards the higher supervision level where nowadays technology insists it

to be. Additional target with improved surveillance during construction phase is to lower the

insurance payments when cyber security is increased by supervising of critical devices from

cyber security point of view on board and upgrade the general surveillance to avoid vandalism

and accidents. Another intent is to improve the supervision of outer hull of the vessel when

cameras can operate as an anchor watch and these can be utilized during the launching and sea

trial of the vessel.

Purpose of this thesis is to explore the latest CCTV technology available and based on this

research, design a small-scale construction-phase video surveillance system for the following

vessel constructed at Meyer Turku Shipyard. Another intent is to make the system easily

modularized and re-installed in shipyard’s projects in the future. The idea is to re-use the same

system repeatedly so it should be easily re-assembled.  Camera technology has developed

remarkably during the last decades and for that reason the latest state of art is not fully exploited

and the big part of potential of the latest high-level technology is not yet available in the marine

industry. The research will be executed with Systems Engineering method that is a

transdisciplinary and integrative approach for the successful realization and use of engineered

systems.

1.2 Objectives of the thesis

The objective of this thesis is to investigate different options of surveillance systems and

different technologies on the market and make comparison of alternative solutions for

upgrading the supervision during the vessels’ building phase. The basis of the study idea is to

appoint the best possible solution and implement a small test system to the Meyer Turku
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shipyard’s next project during the year 2021. This thesis will mainly focus on study of the

possible options for the construction phase surveillance and only secondarily to the assembling

of small-scale monitoring systems that is presented in chapter five.

The temporary system should be as fail-safe as possible and this aspect needs to be taken into

account during the comparison phase of different systems. Reliability of the system is measured

by how stable the cameras are working in challenging environment with power blackouts and

other interferences and continually changing environment based on the building phase of the

project. Cameras that are usually offline and not transmitting the image decreases the efficiency

of the surveillance and important event may have miss. Another absence is a stable docking

system for the testing period that is mandatory to work for enable safe operation during that

period. Inoperative docking system can be reason for denying the permission to departure to

the sea trial and this could have a major affect for the delivery of the project. Sea trial is a testing

phase of the soon to be delivered vessel that is usually the last phase of the construction. On sea

trial the systems are tested on open seas and accepted by the owner. Challenging of the docking

system is incurring the fact that the testing is perform on open seas where the connections are

more unstable and weaker.

 The purpose of the temporary video surveillance system planned to install as a result of this

thesis, is to operate only as a first version and a base for future system. The long-term objective

is to design and build a foundation for a temporary surveillance system that can be easily

customized or extended, based on the requirements set by each individual future projects.

Projects can vary significantly because all shipping companies have their own conventions,

which bring different kinds of challenges for the surveillance of the vessel. Modularity of the

temporary system is important when the system needs to fit to different kinds of projects in the

future so the base of the system has to be solid. With the experience gained from this project

and from the implemented test system, shipyard should have better understanding for suitable

technology to use with temporary surveillance system. With the accumulated experience future

projects will have better surveillance that fulfills all requirements set by all societies involving

in shipyards new build projects.
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1.3 Limitations of the thesis

It has been determined that the research focuses to investigate more precisely only a temporary

surveillance system on a small scale from present-day topical subject point of view. Instead of

researching endless number of various challenges to enable a comprehensive surveillance

system for a major cruise ship, only the most relevant themes are elected for more accurate

inspection in this research e.g. cyber security and problematic docking system. Design and

execution for comprehensive surveillance system to each project takes several years and

multiple resources. The final CCTV system at the shipyards' next project is approximately one

thousand cameras plus all necessary accessories.

The strict timetable sets limitation for the system scale and the research’s main intent is only to

serve as a first step of building a best possible construction-phase video surveillance system in

the future projects. The focus of the study is to explore the alternative solutions on market and

select the most suitable entirety for the supervision of the Meyer Turku shipyard’s projects

during the construction phases. System requirements set by the marine industry is needed to

take account and these are presented more precisely in chapter 3.2. Another primary aspect is

the modularity of the system that will be important topic to enable simple modification of the

system. Most impact on modularity point of view will be cabling and monitoring of temporary

system.

1.4 Research problem and methods

The author of the thesis is confident that new beneficial information and knowledge can be

achieved during the research. The surveillance camera technology has developed remarkably

during last decade and therefore it is useful to familiarize with the new available products and

used technologies on the market and avail this new knowledge in a marine industry.

The topic of research was selected for the need of advancing the surveillance of the vessel

during the construction phase of new build projects. The extraordinary environment sets

particular challenges to the surveillance system for the project under construction. During the

construction phase the systems on vessel are not working steadily causing e.g. blackouts and
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shutdown of mandatory devices. Also from surveillance point of view, the vessel under

construction is challenging to supervise as a consciousness of progressing structures and

completion of areas causing new obstacles for cameras.  Easy re-installing is essential when

relocation is mandatory to accomplish caused by above-mentioned occurrences.

Research problem

The research was done to ensure the operational reliability of temporary surveillance system

during the construction phase of the vessel. Vessel’s own CCTV system commissioning is in

very late phase and its reliability is weak until the delivery of the vessel. The unstableness of

vessel’s own CCTV system is caused by IT network issues. The crashing of IT network is

dropping also cameras to offline and to be able to return these back to operational condition,

cameras need to be reboot.

Research methods

The research for this thesis is done by interviewing experts and colleagues from different fields

of areas. The theory was researched from the literature and articles in the field of camera

technology. The produced information for the thesis is a combination of interviews and

questionnaires kept to the specialists and comprehensive familiarization to available theory in

relation to the topic of this thesis.

The research was executed with comparison of technologies and with the outcome of the

comparison point out the reliable utilization of camera technologies used on a cruise vessel

under construction. The research is performed with system engineering method that includes

the complete engineering process from designing to execution of the system.

1.5 Structure of the thesis

Chapter two contains information generally about the CCTV system’s components and

different solutions. At first, a brief introduction for main components related to video

surveillance systems, then continuing with exposition for various system structures and as a
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closure of the chapter a short review of developed functionalities and interfaces to other safety

related systems.

Chapter three is more focused on CCTV systems in the marine industry, how the system has

developed over past decades and how the requirements of the system differ in marine

environments. It includes presentation for special marine rules and standards for example what

Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) standard determines about special requirements in marine

environment. At the end of the chapter is a short review of how video surveillance systems are

integrated and utilized together with other safety systems.

Chapter four deals with the topic from a more practical perspective. This chapter contains

instructions for the different phases of a journey from design table to final execution of a

temporary surveillance system. The content of this chapter is mainly based on the ST manual

number 13, which is a handbook for implementing a video surveillance system.

Chapter five includes defining and analyzing of system requirements for the shipyards

temporary surveillance system based on the material from ST manual number 13 and opinions

from the specialists. ST manual 13 already presented more precisely in chapter four. Besides

defining and analyzing of temporary surveillance system chapter five is for presentation of the

case intended to be implemented in the Meyer Turku shipyard's next project. The executed case

for a temporary video surveillance system is part of Business Finland project and it will be

implemented together with company named Brighthouse Intelligence Oy.
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2 CCTV SYSTEM

CCTV stands for Closed-Circuit Television and it is commonly known as a video surveillance

system. Closed circuit means that the video footage from the camera is not broadcasting to the

public largely like regular television. Video footage is only transmitted to a limited number of

personal monitors and screens involved in the CCTV system. CCTV systems are nowadays

very popular and for that reason, the markets are very wide and from the assortments could be

found anything from the simple surveillance system all the way to systems suitable in a very

challenging surveillance environment. [1] The imaging chains consist of the lens, camera,

transmission system, image management and analysis software and monitor. The components

part of the imaging chain and additional ancillary components are presented more precisely in

chapter 2.1. [5]

CCTV systems are mainly generated to detect either general problems or for a specific purpose.

Surveillance is used in both public and private environments and the most popular general

problem is public surveillance that has become more popular in people’s daily world where the

goal is safer society. CCTV surveillance has been used as a tool to detect criminal activities and

identify potential accidents. Video footage of CCTV systems is generally used as evidence in

earlier mentioned cases. The particular purpose could be such as a specific security access

control function implemented into CCTV systems for detecting that only authorized persons

are allowed to enter inside the private area. CCTV systems can be used as identification

methods. [3]

Video surveillance has a critical role in the security plan and video security has taken on lead

roles in protecting personnel and assets. In addition to the security monitoring of areas, CCTV

video can also work as a remote eye in the area working together with other security devices.

When CCTV systems are integrated together with other safety systems, the greatest potential

and most beneficial advantages can be avail from the video footage. Safety system integration

and its potential presented more closely in chapter 2.7. [4]

The basic structure behind the CCTV system could be the same but every system is specific

and have special requirements based on the environment and intention of the surveillance.

Applications can vary a lot from basic schemes when the structure of CCTV systems is very
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simple and usually involves only a handful of cameras without any ongoing monitoring to the

complex structure involving integrated network systems.  Complex system is able to include

even thousands of cameras with additional features like night vision or thermal images and

integrations to other systems. The newest generation of CCTV systems is called a smart or

intelligent CCTV system and the complex of structure is not evaluated with the size of the

system anymore. Intelligent surveillance system’s main goal is to detect and analyze events

from the monitored environment. Intelligent CCTV system includes different video analytic

algorithms that are producing functionalities such as facial recognition or for example

automatic number plate recognition. Video analytic algorithms are presented more closely in

chapter 2.6. [1]

2.1 Components of CCTV system

CCTV systems can be as simple as a camera connected to the video monitor or on the other

hand, the system can include hundreds of cameras and multiple control rooms where to monitor

the system. Due to rapid technology development, matching of right components is necessary

to do carefully to guarantee the best possible solution in each individual system. Components

of the CCTV system can be divided into several basic categories: cameras, lenses, housings or

mounts, monitors, switchers or multiplexers and video recorders. [5]

CCTV system consists of several devices from the earlier mentioned basic categories and each

of these devices has a mandatory operation to complete the video surveillance system. The first

mission is to capture the visual image and that is accomplished with lenses. Lens collects the

light reflecting off the scene and forms the image to the light sensitive camera sensor. The

camera sensor's purpose is to transmit the signal to a receiver at a remote location but before

the transmission, it converts the visible scene formed by the lens into an electrical signal

suitable for transmission. After the signal is converted, the transmission media carries the

electrical video signal from the camera to the remote monitor or screen via transmission link.

Transmission link is able to carry either analog or digital signals. After the electrical signal is

transmitted to the receiver, the signal is converted back to a visible image and it is shown on

the remote display. The last and fifth component is a recorder that enables the real time video

footage viewing afterwards. If permanent video recording function is not needed and live
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monitoring is enough, the recorder can be left out from the system. The first four presented

components are required to complete a simple video networks system. The following chapters

present the devices described ahead from every category more precisely. [4]

2.1.1 Lenses

The lens is the first element in the imaging chain of CCTV systems and the purpose of the lens

is to focus the light or infrared (IR) energy onto the imaging sensor located inside the camera.

The lens has a critical role when high-quality image is mandatory because other components

cannot compensate for an inferior lens [5]. The purpose of the camera lens is to collect reflected

light from the scene and focus it into an image onto the sensor of the camera. This function is

comparable with the lens of the human eye and it is illustrated in Figure 1. [4]

Figure 1. Comparing the human eye and video camera lens [2].

Lenses are accessible in three basic types: fixed focal length, varifocal (variable focal length)

and zoom. Fixed focal length lens is suitable when the camera remains in a fixed position and

observing area does not change because the lens is built in one focal length and that is
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unchangeable. Varifocal lens is flexible because the focal length is changeable within a specific

range. Changing the focal length of a varifocal lens must be accomplished by hand at the

camera. Zoom lenses are suitable for observing of variable scene when the changing of focal

length is accomplished remotely. [5]

Features of lenses are determinable with certain characteristics and components and these

further determine the application of the lens. Controllable characters for lenses are e.g. the focal

length, image sensor size of the lens, focus control and type of aperture and wavelength of light

or energy the lens is optimized to transmit. The function of the lens's focal length and the size

of the image sensor determines the angle from which the lens accepts light to focus on the image

sensor and that area is called field of view (FOV). Field of view determines the optimal distance

between the camera and viewed target. Field of view is a function of distance between the object

of interest and the camera. The size of aperture determines the brightness of the image by

limiting how much light is allowed to flow through the lens. Another impact the aperture

settings have is the depth of field [5] [4] [8]. The field of view is visible in Figure 1 where is

illustrated the function of camera lens or human eye and it can be calculated with following

Equation 1. [38]

𝜃 = 2𝑡𝑎𝑛−1( 𝑙s
2𝑓

) (1)

Where 𝜃 stands for Field of view (FOV), 𝑙s is diagonal length of sensor and 𝑓 is focal length of

the lens.

2.1.2 Cameras

All CCTV cameras include lenses, presented already in the previous chapter, image sensor and

image processing circuitry. Together image sensor and image processing circuitry prepare the

image for transmission to the remote devices by converting the visible image from the lens into

an equivalent electrical signal suitable for transmission [5]. Conversion from optical signal into

electrical signal contains two steps. The first step is conversion of incident photons into

electron-hole pairs and the second is conversion of electron-hole pair charge into voltage.
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Commonly used image sensor technologies are Charged-Coupled Devices (CCD) or

Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS). The conversion of incident photons into

electron-hole pairs is the same in both technologies but the next step differs when the charge

into voltage in CCD technology is converted during the readout while in CMOS technology the

charge is converted in the pixel itself. [9]

Cameras are essential components in CCTV systems and therefore choosing the most suitable

type in each individual case is mandatory to avail the best potential from the system. Cameras

have optional features depending on the camera model and these can be availed to meet the

specific needs of the operational environment. Besides the camera type selection, different

bracket types have a pivotal role to improve the camera view even further, so selecting of

brackets should be done also carefully. There are several types of different cameras in marine

environments and commonly used types will be introduced more precisely next. [5]

Fixed cameras:

Fixed cameras are used when the area of interest is predefined to be always the same and the

camera can be installed in the stationary place. Fixed outdoor cameras have special housings,

which need to fulfill the IP requirements of outdoor areas. These housings have to be able to

resist cold and humid environments so the function of the camera is assured. Fixed cameras are

also available as a dome model, which are much more inconspicuous than normal fixed cameras

with additional bracket. Function of a dome camera is exactly the same as the function of basic

fixed camera but these are easy to install for example in the roof panel, which makes spotting

of the camera harder when only the dome part is visible. Dome cameras are also available in

outdoor models and these models usually have heating elements built inside the camera. [6]

PTZ cameras:

Pan Tilt Zoom (PTZ) camera is possible to use for the surveillance of wider areas because the

camera is possible to control remotely. PTZ camera is a good option when fixed camera is not

covering the supervised area. Zooming function of PTZ cameras enables a good view to the

exact spot even from the further distance [6]. PTZ camera has two axes to provide pan and tilt

capability that allow the changing of the field of view easily. Movability of the field of view

offers good flexibility for viewing and capturing the images in real time when compared to a

normal fixed camera. PTZ cameras are possible to operate in manual or automatic mode. In
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manual mode, the operator of the system can determine the direction of the camera based on

the situational needs. For the PTZ camera types, it is possible to determine preset positions of

the cameras with the configuration settings of the system. Preset positions are the memorized

positions that camera is automatically turning to look at when a certain type of event occurs.

PTZ camera is also possible to program to perform an auto scan function when the camera is

changing the field of view in determined time. This function allows better observation of wider

areas. [5]

360 degree camera:

Technology development has enabled 360° panoramic cameras. The panoramic lens collects

and focuses 360° horizontally by up to 90° vertical scene. Together with algorithms, the camera

makes a unified image where the user can pan, tilt and zoom the video. [4]

Low-Light camera:

In a dark environment where there is only a little light available, more sensitivity is needed

from the camera. Low-Light-Level intensified camera is one option that can operate in an

environment where only a small light source is available like moonlight or starlight. Low-Light-

Level intensified cameras have 100-1000 times higher sensitivity compared to solid-state

cameras operating in normal conditions, however low-light-level cameras are not intended to

be used in total darkness. [4] Night vision cameras are typically near-infrared (NIR) or IR

cameras with built-in IR illuminators and these are designed to operate in darkness. IR

illuminators are used to increase the lighting level of the night vision cameras. Wavelength of

the IR light is invisible to the human eye. [5]

Thermal imaging camera:

Thermal imaging camera is possibly required in some operational environments where normal

cameras or above-mentioned low-light-level cameras and night vision cameras are not capable

to provide good enough video quality due to obstructions like fog or darkness. Thermal imaging

camera’s specialty is to detect heat radiation or infrared that is invisible to the human eye [5].

IR sensor is truly a passive nighttime monochrome imaging sensor that responds to the changes

in heat, so thermal cameras can operate in complete darkness. Visual camera visible spectrum

is approximately 400-700 nanometers, however thermal IR camera sensors respond to thermal

energy in the 3-5 micrometer and 8-14 micrometer range. [4]
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EX camera:

Explosion proof (EX) camera need to fulfill strict requirements of ATEX and IECEX -

standards because these are mainly located in EX areas. The increase of the usage of LNG has

affected also the marine industry and more and more ships are using LNG as a fuel of the vessel

and this has increased the necessity of the EX cameras. EX cameras have heavy-duty enclosure

or camera housing that are certified for use in hazardous environments. [39]

Wireless camera:

Wireless camera is connected to the router wirelessly without hard wire and the images are

transferred through the wireless network. Only additional power cable is needed to connect into

the camera because the cameras’ data is transmitted wirelessly. [40]

Sometimes the installing of CCTV camera to monitor obligatory area is not enough to fulfill

the specific requirements of the operational environment and additional functionalities are

needed from the camera. Particular CCTV camera types can include a selection of optional

camera features that are in pivotal role when electing the most suitable camera to a certain

environment. Next is presented the most commonly used optional functionalities from different

camera types.

Auto Scan:

Auto scan is a term for programmed automated features when PTZ cameras are constantly

sweeping through the surveillance area that is not possible to monitor in one fixed position. The

functionality is beneficial when surveilled area is wider than the view of CCTV camera. Auto

scan is additional function that is available only in certain models of PTZ cameras. [5]

Preset:

Preset is a programmed feature for PTZ cameras to turn into a preset position when a

predetermined type of event occurs. Orientation of the camera and lens settings is possible to

control together with display settings. For example during alarm the camera on that area is

possible to focus on the access point where the alarm was triggered and control the display to

pop up the camera view from that area to the monitors. [5]
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Motion Detection:

Motion detection features purpose is to recognize abnormal movement inside the cameras field

of view (FOV). Software analyzes video frame by frame for detecting differences from the

video footage and the sensitivity of detection is possible to adjust based on the surveilled area

or target. Motion detection feature can be programmed to start an alarm when detecting motion

within the FOV or it can be defined to start recording when motion occurs. [5]

Privacy Masking:

Privacy masking feature allows selectively to cover portions from video footage for privacy

protecting point of view. Covering can be executed by e.g. blurring the faces from the video

footage that is a good method for protecting people’s privacy. [5]

Mobile compatibility:

Mobile compatibility enables remote viewing of video with application from the mobile device.

Remote viewing methods are varying depending on the used system, some requires special

software or hardware while others are possible to connect directly to the camera. Functionality

necessitates some security features for blocking the entry to the system from the outsiders. [5]

2.1.3 Monitors

As a monitor of the video surveillance system, is possible to use e.g. televisions, PC monitors,

Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) monitors or CCTV monitors specially developed to use with camera

systems. Technology of the monitors have evolved all the way from the old CRT monitor to

Organic Light Emitting Displays (OLED). Compared parameters for a monitor from a design

point of view are contrast ratio, dynamic range, linearity of reproduction, power consumption,

size and maybe the most crucial is the resolution of the monitor. Some systems may require an

even larger view that one monitor can offer when the video wall is a good option or if several

screens is wanted to see side by side. Intelligent video wall is good method to get a bigger

display by putting multiple displays close together to make a large uniform display. The

selection of the suitable CCTV monitor for the exact solution is equally important with camera

selection from images quality the point of view. [10]
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2.1.4 Switchers and Multiplexers

Analog CCTV system that is more complex than only simple camera-monitor assembly are

using switching or processing equipment before displaying the signal to monitor. When a small

or medium size CCTV system includes more cameras compared to the number of monitors or

data recording devices, switchers and multiplexers are generally used to route the signal.

Switchers are the simplest way to execute a monitoring of system with several cameras. Four

commonly used basic switcher types are manual, sequential, homing and alarming. Functioning

of these different switcher types differs from each other and the simplest type from that group

is a manual switcher that only connects one camera at the time to monitor or recorder. The

video sequential switcher automatically switches from one camera signal to another and

presents the video footages at the monitors.  Video sequential switcher is the most common

switcher type used for small to medium size CCTV system. With a homing switcher, the

operator can override the automatic sequence when deemed necessary. The alarming switcher

automatically switches the alarmed camera signal to the output device, when receiving the input

[4]. Development of CCTV systems has required also more from switchers and the

microprocessor-based switcher was developed as a result of new requirements for CCTV

system. The microprocessor-based switcher allows accomplishing many of the new features

like camera control, partitioning of video for determined users, remote controlling over IP

network, macro programming and interface capabilities with additional alarm and relay panels.

Matrix switcher is another commonly used name for microprocessor-based switcher. [5]

Multiplexer is more complex than switcher and significant advantage for multiplexer is the

ability to digitalize the signal. Multiplexers are a consequence for the evolution of digital image

processing and multiplexers was one of the first that allows the transition from analog video to

digital video. Multiplexer can produce video outputs for viewing and recording at the same time

together with ability for presenting several camera images on a single screen simultaneously.

Simplex multiplexers can only multiplex or de-multiplex one signal at time, this means that live

recording and viewing of recorded files is not possible to do at once. When users need to browse

recorded files while live recording is not possible to interrupt, the solution is duplex

multiplexer. Duplex multiplexers have functions as two multiplexers, one is for recording and

one is for playback [10]. Many multiplexers have imbedded analysis software to reduce

recording or displaying of an image by video motion detection feature. Multiplexers or
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switchers are not possible to use for fully digital video systems with network cameras, because

the cameras are sending already compressed digital video data to the recorders or monitors. [5]

2.1.5 Video Recorders

Video recording method is moving to the digital hard drive system from old fashioned tape-

based Video Cassette Recorder (VCR) system that is moving permanently to the history.

Modern record methods are Network Video Recorder (NVR) and Digital Video Recorder

(DVR) that are treated as self-sufficient recording devices. Digital video recorder can be

classified as simplex, duplex or triplex, that determines the recording ability during the

searching of recorded images. Duplex and triplex continue the recording while recorded

material is explored unlike simplex that can only perform one thing at time and for that reason,

it cannot record while recorded images are explored. Triplex allows doing all three features at

once; recording continues while recorded and live video is running. More about recording

technologies presented in the system structure chapter. [5]

Recording storage is limited and for that reason frame per image size and frames per images

per second are necessary to limit. Frame/image size is value for the average size of each image

recorded and frame/images per second is the number of frame/image recorded each second.

Compression of the video cannot be too aggressive because removing too many pixels, faces

or objects may not be recognized from the image anymore. A functional storage saving method

is to use video motion detection feature, when recording starts after the camera discovers

motion. [5]

2.2 System structures

Recording of the image produced by a video surveillance system is an essential part of the

system totality. There are several different reasons for recording, depending on the monitored

area. Many surveilled sites have unmanned control rooms or necessity to revise events or causes

for these afterwards. The use of storage and amount of recorded data can differ a lot depending

on the application used and for that reason various recording methods have been developed for

different kinds of camera systems. [6]
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The first recording method generated was the Video Tape Recorder (VTR) where the image

information was converted into electrical impulses and impulses was saved to the magnetic

tape. The next innovation after the video tape recorder was Video Cassette Recorder (VCR)

whose additional functionality was the opportunity to play pre-recorded tapes. Next major

improvement and step forward was the transition from video cassette recorder to digital storage.

Digital Video Recorder (DVR) is a consequence of that technology developing and shifting

from analog recording technology to digital recording technology. Network Video Recorder

(NVR) is a new digital video recording solution that works over a TCP/IP network and the

system works together with cameras connected to the network. TCP/IP stand for Transmission

Control Protocol / Internet Protocol. [15]

2.2.1 Digital video recorder (DVR)

Digital video recorder’s basic functionality is similar to video cassette recorder’s, but while

video cassette recorder saves analog data into the video cassettes, digital video recorder stores

digital data into the hard drives. Digital video storage is a practical replacement for analog video

storage because of the elimination of the fragilities of analog recorder such as poor image

quality caused by the scratches on tapes or other abrasion on wearing parts of video cassette

recorder. In addition, the large storage capacity on the hard disk and affordable image

compression offers a huge advantage for digital storages in system comparison to analog

system. Unlike video cassette recorder, the digital systems are not mechanical and therefore

factors such as video quality and frame speed are adjusted by software programs. Digital video

recorders are a combination of hardware components and software programs together with

integrations to other systems. [11] [15]

In traditional CCTV systems accomplished with analog cameras, the camera captures analog

signal and transfers the signal unchanged to digital video recorder. When receiving the analog

signal, the digital video recorder digitized and compresses the signal into one image and then

store it to the hard driver for later retrieval [6]. In Figure 2 it is presented DVR system with

analog cameras and network features.  With the following structure, additional power is needed

for the cameras.
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Figure 2. Video surveillance - DVR, based on [41].

With the system structure presented in Figure 2, additional power is needed for the cameras

when coaxial cable is used for transferring data. DVR including Ethernet network connection

have allow video viewing remotely through a web browser. [41]

Digital video recorders can be PC based systems or non-PC based embedded systems. PC-based

Digital video recorder systems are computer-based systems with complete hardware/software

included. The system executes necessary functionalities such as video capture, video

multiplexing, recording of video and audio, and also playback and displaying of video.

Monitoring can be done in local video display, and remote video access via modem, internet or

local network for viewing on PC. Embedded digital video recorder systems or High-end digital

non–PC-based digital video recorder systems could include the same functionalities than a PC-

based system. Embedded digital video recorder systems do not contain software at all on the

hard disks. All the applications needed for functioning are embedded or included into the

firmware. [11]

2.2.2 Network Video Recorder (NVR)

The new technology allows to create a digital recording solution CCTV system´s using network

video recorder together with network attached cameras. Network video recorder system works

with IP addressable network cameras together with video server. The image is transmitted over

a local area network, wide area network or across the Internet. Camera image is transferred
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typically into network video recorder over the local area network by using TCP/IP protocol. In

the network system the camera captures analog signal but divergence to the analog system, the

signal is already converted inside the IP camera from analog images to digital before

transferring that to the network video recorder.  Network video recorder receives automatically

data from IP cameras on a same network and stores the data either locally or onto the remote

storage.  Network video system technology provides excellent features and allows to execute

video surveillance system very flexible [15] [6]. In the Figure 3 is presented network video

recorder structure.

Figure 3. Video surveillance - NVR, based on [42].

Network Video Recorder (NVR) performs the same functions in digital environment that earlier

presented Digital Video Recorder (DVR) system perform in the analog environment. Power

over Ethernet (PoE) method is available when cabling of cameras are executed with CAT
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cables, so additional power cables are not needed for each camera. Additional power is required

to PoE switch for enabling power supply via Ethernet cable to the IP cameras.

2.2.3 Hybrid Digital Video Recorder (Hybrid DVR)

Hybrid digital video recorders are a great option for transition from analog technology to digital

technology. Hybrid DVR is capable of working with old analog CCTV devices and with new

modern High Definition (HD) cameras. The Hybrid structure is a mixture of both analog signals

brought via coaxial cables and IP streams brought via Ethernet cables and network switches. In

hybrid structure, the video recorder is equipped so that it can receive camera signals from both

technologies. The idea is that an already existing camera system is possible to expand with

cameras from other technology; usually already existing analog systems extended with IP

cameras. Hybrid DVR is capable of converting video signals from analog cameras and accepts

IP video inputs from HD cameras so it incorporates functions from both network video

recorders and digital video recorders. Usually Hybrid DVRs are supporting remote capabilities

for viewing live video and playback for recorded videos across the network [5] [6]. In the Figure

4 is presented network video recorder structure.
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Figure 4. Video surveillance - Hybrid DVR, Based on [42].

With hybrid system, it is possible to utilize the advantages of both systems like IP technology

higher resolution and wireless ability and analog system long cabling distance without need for

additional booster or amplifier. Additional power supply is needed for analog cameras and for

PoE switch of IP cameras to enable power supply via Ethernet cable. [42]

2.2.4 Analog CCTV versus Digital CCTV

Digital CCTV is today’s surveillance system although the majority of existing surveillance

systems still contain analog cameras. Digital video technology was introduced in the early

1990s when it was very expensive compared to analog technology and it was used only in

special projects. In the beginning, only few components used digital video such as multiplexers,
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quad compressors and frame storages and today nearly all new systems or upgrades are

complete digital systems [10]. During the last decade, digital systems have gained their market

share against analog technology and high-resolution digital cameras have possession of major

part of the market comparing to low-resolution analog cameras. [26]

Digital video signals have many advantages compared to analog video signals. The noise

immunity is one of the main reasons why most of the communication in modern time is done

by digital signals. Digital processing and storage is the another advantage and it includes

enhancement, compression, transmission and storage of the video. Processing of the video is

very beneficial from a security and encryption point of view. Next advantage is that the quality

between original and copied digital signal is exactly same and because the quality does not

expose copied digital signal there is a possibility of verifying the originality of a copy. In

addition, one advantage of the digital system is that new functionalities are possible to introduce

only updating software, without changing the hardware. [10]

Installation of IP camera is usually easier when less cable is required compared to analog

camera. IP camera requires only one Ethernet cable for power, video, audio and PTZ control

compared to analog cameras that possible need additional cable for each individual function.

Coaxial cable that is used with analog cameras have better distance capability than Ethernet

cable used with IP cameras. Analog cameras are able to send video via coaxial cable over 300

meters without any boosters or amplifiers. Distance limitation for IP cameras used with

Ethernet cable is 100 meters and after that booster is needed to ensure the functioning [42].

Power over Ethernet method presented more precisely in chapter 3.1.1. One of the advantages

of IP cameras is their ability to provide overall higher video quality and zoom-in capabilities

compared to analog cameras. The video quality of analog cameras is lower than IP cameras,

but high definition (HD) analog cameras have equalized the difference a bit. Based on the fact

that IP cameras transmit the digital signal, they have better video detail, which makes IP camera

technology better for additional functionalities like facial recognition. [43]
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2.3 Transmission

After the lens has captured the image and camera has converted the image into an electrical

signal, the next step is the transmission of media to the switches or straight to monitor or

recorder depending on the structure of the system. The transmission of media can be done with

wired or wireless technology depending on the requirements set of the environment where the

system is designed to install [10]. Transmission is an important part of the CCTV imaging chain

between the cameras and the processing system. High quality image of the monitors is highly

dependent on a strong video signal with low noise. High quality components are required to be

able to produce entirety of high-quality system. [5]

2.3.1 Wired Transmission

CCTV components connected with shielded cables provide good quality of video images and

lowers the instances of interference. Wired transmission allows cameras to be located far away

from recording or monitoring equipment [5]. Wired video transmission of analog system can

be executed with several electrical wire techniques including coaxial cable and two wire

unshielded twisted pair. The most common form is to transmit the video signal at base-band

frequencies over a coaxial cable. Coaxial cable is widely used for video transferring from short

to medium distance signal transfer, because it has capability to transmit the full-signal

bandwidth between the devices in environment with minimum distortion or attenuation.

Popular coaxial cable used in CCTV system is RG-59/U that can transfer color signal up to 200

meters without any in-line connectors but as mentioned already before, noise and

electromagnetic interferences have a crucial impact for shortening this distance. Thicker coax

cables have better maximum distance recommendation numbers up to 400 meters for color

signal but together with thickness comes higher price. [4]

Balanced video transmission is executed with twisted pair cable and it is useful when distance

between devices is over couple of hundred meters and coaxial cable is not sufficient enough

anymore. The idea is to minimize the external interferences by balancing the signal converted

via twisted wires. The balancing is accomplished by exposing both of the wires equally for the

interference and at the end of the cable the differential signal is read between the two wires and
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most of the unwanted noise will be eliminated. Fiber optic is another option when coaxial cable

operability is not meeting the requirements anymore. Fiber optic can transfer analog or digital

signal by the technology that uses light as a carrier of information. Adjacent wires or other

optical fibers do not cause any interference to the transferred signal when light is being used as

a carrier of the signal. Besides the fiber optic is immune for external interferences it has many

other beneficial functionalities when comparing other wired transmission techniques such as

very wide bandwidth. [10]

2.3.2 IP Network Transmission

IP-based systems use already existing Local Area Networks (LAN), Wide Area Networks

(WAN), or wireless LAN (WLAN) for transmission of the data. The IP network system

provides capability for monitoring, recording and streaming of video over network to computers

or other equipment connected to the same network. Power over Ethernet technology is an option

to use with IP-based systems that reduce the need for additional power cable. [5]

There are several types of network transmission configurations and methods: Fiber Distributed

Data Interface (FDDI), Token Ring and the Ethernet. The most popular of these three is

Ethernet because the concept is easy to understand, implement and maintain. The central

manager of the network system is network server and around it, is found hardware, network

software, connecting cables and interface cards for server. Network configuration is depending

on the scale of the systems and two major groups are Local Area Network (LAN) and Wide

Area Network (WAN). The Local Area Network consist of many devices that are

geographically close together, usually in the same building and this configuration is also known

as the Intranet. The Wide Area Network (WAN) connects number of devices farther apart by

communication lines or radio waves [10][15]. In following Figures 5-7 is presented network

transmission configurations and methods.
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Figure 5. Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) [10].

Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) is a dual ring LAN is using fiber-optic cable and it

consist of primary and secondary ring. Dual ring purpose is to provide reliability during fault

conditions when dual ring is automatically switching into single-ring topology. In normal

condition, primary ring is transferring the data and secondary remains idle. [44]

Figure 6. Token ring [10].

Token ring was one of the earliest local area network protocols. Functionality of the token ring

is based on circulating of empty information frames around the ring continuously. Data is

transferred from device to another with inserting packet data and destination information into

the empty frame.  When the defined devices receive the frame, it will take a copy of the data

and sets the token to 0 when the sending device gets feedback that transfer was successful.

Token ring was replaced by Ethernet network in most of the LAN application. [45]
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Figure 7. Ethernet [10].

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.3 is called an Ethernet standard

and it was published already in 1985. The Ethernet network is communicating over a single

cable shared with devices on the same network. After attaching to this cable the communication

is possible with any other devices connected to the same network. IEEE 802.11 is the standard

for wireless Ethernet also known as wireless LAN (WLAN) or wireless fidelity (Wi-Fi). [10]

Definition for a fully digital system uses CCD cameras with signal processing capability to

digitalized and packetized video streams before sending it via Ethernet over a CAT cable or

wireless method to a network switch and onward to the video server where the video signal is

finalized for further use. Digital video system connected to network enables viewing of video

at any point on the network by authorized person who has proper rights for network and viewing

software’s. [15]

2.3.3 Wireless Transmission

Wireless Transmission can be advantageous due to assured mobility of cameras and ease of

installation without the need of cable for transmission. Signal interruptions and interferences

are the most crucial disadvantages together with increasing concern over cyber security for the

wireless transmission [5]. Wireless data network has a large number of different varieties from

utilizing mobile telephone network where data is running over wireless voice network to own

physical layer networks. Some wireless networks like Bluetooth are intended to connect small

devices over short distance. [15]
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Wireless transmission of data between devices have frequently executed with electromagnetic

radiation methods where data is transmitted via radio frequency, microwave or infrared signals.

Infrared transmission uses infrared beams to carry data with light pulses and due to that reason,

this transmission technique is identified also as beaming. Infrared transmission is a great

method to transmit data between two locations in the same room, but it is not usable method

when information should be carried through walls or obstacles because of the very short

wavelength. Microwave transmission data transfer features are better for long distance than

Infrared transmission data transfer features. Microwave transmission method is used with

cellular telephone system technology. Radio waves carry the information that is encoded when

bearing signals are encoded directly to the wave by periodically disrupting its transmission or

modulated when information is impressed onto the carrier frequency. [15]

Cellular system is divided into areas called cells and each area has own assigned transmission

frequencies, one for base station and another for mobile phones or other portable devices.

General principle behind a cellular telecommunication system is radio frequency technology

used with portable or mobile devices. The system consists of radio transmitters and receivers

linked to the base station by radio frequencies. Individual cell towers are connected together

via Mobile Telephone Switching Office (MTSO) that also manages the mobile via control

channel. MTSO is the link between individual cell sites and Public Switched Telephone

Network (PSTN). Wide area wireless technologies are named by their generation of technology

and for example 1G is the original analog system in America, second generation 2G represents

digital circuit switched networks. 3G wireless is a specification for cellular communication

technology by International Telecommunication Union (ITU) and it is also known as Third

Generation Wireless. CCTV system via the telephone network is not a new invention, but one

problem for many years was the very narrow bandwidth of the public switched telephone

system [15].  The fourth generation 4G wireless is radio access system also referred to as Long

Term Evolution (LTE) and LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) standard offers a higher bandwidth for the

new applications. LTE standard is designed to work with different bandwidths from 1,4MHz to

maximum of 20MHz. [46]

Wireless broadband access technology provides bandwidths that exceeds Digital subscriber line

(DSL) and cable network technologies. Wireless broadband access technology utilizes complex

communication techniques enabled by the increasing capabilities of digital signal processing.
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Wireless LAN (WLAN) is able to serve a small region with high-speed data using technologies

specified in standard IEEE 802.11. Wi-Fi networking is a set of standards for WLAN based on

IEEE 802.11 specifications. Wireless systems are achieving higher data rates and this is utilized

for the transmission of digital video signal. IEEE 802.11 standard specifies over the air interface

between the base point and wireless client [15]. Wireless Gigabit (WiGig) with own

standardized protocol IEEE 802.11ad will operate in the 60GHz frequency band that have much

more spectrum available compared other Wi-Fi solutions. WiGig technology will be the future

multigigabit Wireless Personal Area Network (WPAN) and Local Area Network (WLAN) that

will reduce the need for wires around the electronic devices [49].  Satellite transmission is

operating by transmitting information from one point to another via transponder. Transponder’s

purpose is to receive data in one frequency, amplify and retransmit the data with another

frequency. Satellites can provide communication over great distance by transmitting the radio

signal in high frequency. Broadband Global Area Network (BGAN) is a global satellite network

owned by company called Inmarsat that offers data speeds of up to 432KK bits per second for

data transmission. [15]

Analog wireless transmission accomplished with radio frequency or infrared transmission

method are usually unencrypted and another fragility is that transmission is vulnerable for

interferences. The unencrypted cameras should never use for transmitting critical information.

Digital wireless network systems are mainly using WLAN technology for transmitting and

many IP cameras includes WLAN transmitter that allows viewing image from a computer

without a cable.  Digital wireless transmission weakness is the instability that can appear as a

disconnection of the system occasionally, therefore it is recommended to use wired technology

for critical object surveillance. [14]

2.4 Cyber Security

Cyber risk could mean several different matters such as financial loss of the company, damage

to organizational reputation related to failure of information technology or other disruption in

business processes. The development of technology entails major benefits to information saving

and usage and create new communication methods to our modern life affecting our social life

and way to execute business. Together with beneficial technology, rapid development has
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created new risks when technology is more and more present of our everyday life and this insist

organizations to become more aware of their vulnerability as a result of development and

manage their risk exposure. [14]

Cyber security, earlier know as computer security, IT security or information security, is the

protection for the computer systems and the information stored to them, the software, the

hardware and the different processes controlled by them [18]. With cyber security, the target is

to shelter from various cyber risks caused by humans like deliberate attacks, industrial

espionage and terrorists but also avoid unintentional compromises of the information

infrastructure due to equipment failures, natural disasters or user errors. Network should have

intelligent applications that have capability to monitor and detect cyber-attacks and also ability

for countermeasure strategies to outmaneuver the attackers when secret keys or cipher text are

transported via network. Incident levels are recognized from low-severity breach all over to

catastrophic severity based on the approximated security risk of the attack. Based on the attack

level the cases are handled by different level security persons. Company’s own helpdesk

professionals should handle low-level security threats such as spam email incidents or virus-

infected system that is on the local area network. In the high-severity incident cases like

disruption of business due to malicious acts or risk of leaking confidential information during

the breach to the system, may require more capable professional to prevent the attack. [50]

Maritime cyber security as a theme is quite unknown still and that is why there are very few

procedures how to handle the rising cyber risk threat. IEC 62443 standards are an international

series of standards that takes stand on industrial cyber security for both technical and process-

related aspects and these standards are working as a base for cybersecurity in marine industry

[31]. Due to rapid digital transformation, also ship operation is digitalized and largely

dependent on the effectiveness of software-based systems for operations. Based on that fact,

the cyber security is rising to the critical risk area in marine industry. Ship’s cyber systems are

categorized for two groups; standard information systems (IT) and operation and control

systems (OT). Cyber security for standard information systems is typically better known and

established procedures and technologies are used with information security management

system. Typically a breach of standard information systems are not influencing for the safe

operations of the ship and units, it rather have more financial and reputational impact. Cyber

security for operation and control system is more unknown factor and unlike with standard
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information system, attacking against these systems can jeopardize the safety of the vessel and

its crew and passengers. This is continually rising threat and entire marine industry aim is to

prepare to build and operate cyber-secure vessels and offshore units. [19]

Based on the interview with cyber security expert from company named F-secure, the

challenges in an environment that is digitalizing every day more is that different systems are

wanted to integrate together extensively causing emerging risk for cyber attacks when possible

attacking channels are growing with the new alternative routes to the systems. Another

vulnerable path is remote accesses that are also majorly growing due to increasing amount of

data in individual systems. Development of systems have increased the amount of data flowing

on and off ships and this improves operational efficiency. Proactively following the statuses of

the systems have provide a better overview and that enables planning beforehand the

maintenance plan of systems and other tasks on vessel. Continuous developing of the systems

have require to growth a knowledge for the awareness of cyber risk and security. One reason

why cyber attacks are quite unknown still today's world are that the companies that have

become a victims of these kind of attacks are not willing to expose it since they are afraid of

the reputational damages of the company. As a result of this private behavior and holding out

of data, the experiences are not shared into general knowledge and awareness of cyber attacks

remains unfamiliar. [22] [31]

Malware is the key choice of weapon to carry out malicious intends to breach cybersecurity

efforts in the cyberspace. Malware have variety ways to infect system e.g. alluring users to visit

malware propagating websites or tricking user to open tainted files. Malware is also capable to

load itself onto a Universal Serial Bus (USB) drive connected into the infected device and then

spread into every other system where the device is subsequently inserted. Challenging enemy

of Malware is making that it can be inserted in the system from any point of the system lifecycle

and victim can be anything from servers, network devices, process control system such as

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) all the way to end user systems. PC based

systems are most of the time targets because attacking methods are familiar and already created

malwares can be used when target is well-known. Another reason is that usually most of the

company sensitive materials are found from the personal computers (PC). [20]
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In early days, purpose of the cyber attacks was mainly related to the showing off with technical

abilities. Now primarily the aim is to steal sensitive material of personal, financial or business

information and desire to advantages that information or alternatively cause a harm to the target

of the attack [21]. The cyber security has slowly become an interesting topic also in marine

industry, which is good that aware of this topic is increased before it really steps up to be a

major topic. At least in new build business it has been started to recognized by the institutions

like Classification Society, insurance companies and shipping companies.  The operating crew

is mandatory to have clear guidelines and expertise how to proceed during cyber attack. Digital

transformation for the operation of the ship have allowed smaller control crew and old school

manually operated ship normally requires a larger crew. In case that cyber attack is targeted to

the operation and control systems (OT) and one of the critical systems from operating point of

view collapses, the operating of the ship has to be continued in manual mode. For that reason,

the expertise of the ship crew, has to be in high level and the knowledge how to handle the state

of emergency. [31]

2.5 Video Storage

CCTV system video storage is necessary to design to retain the required quality and quantity

of the system. For the storage requirement of a CCTV system the purpose of the system have

to be clearly clarified and based on that the image rate, image resolution and number of days of

recording stored by the system are determined. [5]

One of the most significant influence on the growth of digital video technology is the ability to

store data using less storage capacity by compressing the stored data. The compression of the

video reduces the bandwidth needed for transmission and space necessitated to store the data.

Digital video technology ability is to retrieve video information quickly and therefore

compression is beneficial from viewing, managing and transmitting point of view. [15]

Media storages usually use Write Once Read Many (WORM) technology. WORM technology

is largely utilized for long-term storage operations. A disadvantage of using WORM media is

that the recordings are saved in one position and the data recovery capability is minimal when

data is damaged. Another storage option is Redundant Array of Independent Drives (RAID)
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technology that allows distributing images in multiple hard disk drives [5]. RAID technique is

used for guarding against hard disk failure when information is spread across several disks.

RAID technology has different levels from disk striping and mirroring to disk striping with

parity and depending on the used level, there is possibility to recovery of lost data. [15]

IP technology has influenced the CCTV system data storage rapidly and scalable network

storages are offering various options for IP based and hybrid systems. Network storage options

are Direct Attached Storage (DAS), Storage Area Network (SAN) and Network Attached

Storage (NAS). Network attached storage is a server that is dedicated to file sharing. [5]

An average compressed stream irrespective if it is HD quality with H.264 or even 4K with

H.265 data storage requirements presented in the following Table 1. Table is presenting the

require storage capacities for different recording time necessitates for single camera. [23]

Table 1. Data storage requirement with 4Mb/s streams, based on [23].

Number of
cameras

Compressed
Video steam
(Mb/s)

Required
days of
recording

Calculated
storage
continuous
recording (TB)

Calculated
storage with
VMD 33% (TB)

1 4 1 0,04 0,01
1 4 7 0,29 0,10
1 4 14 0,58 0,19
1 4 30 1,24 0,41
1 4 180 7,42 2,45
1 4 360 15,04 4,96

H.264 is a video compression method that is one of the most common codec used, compresses

the video stream down to 4-6Mb/s. 4K video stream lead to the development of video

compression method H.265 that offers approximately twice the efficiency when comparing to

the previous H.264 and it compresses the HD streams to 2Mb/s and 4K video stream to 6Mb/s.

[23]

The storage capacity S can be calculated easily when the bitrate value of the video stream is

known. One hour continuous storage capacity in gigabytes (GB) of a camera with the bitrate n

can be calculated with following Equation 2. [24]
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𝑆 = [(𝑛/8) ∙ 𝑎]/𝑏 (2)

Storage capacity equation can be extended with required recording time 𝑡r and number of

cameras 𝑥 and extended Equation 3 is presented next.

𝑆 = [(𝑛/8) ∙ 𝑎𝑥𝑡r]/𝑏 (3)

Where 𝑛 is bitrate, 𝑎 is constant value for converting seconds to hours and the value is 3600, 𝑏

is constant value for converting megabytes to gigabytes and in base 2 (binary) the value is 1024,

𝑥 is number of cameras and 𝑡r is recording time and these are dependent on the system

requirements. 𝑛
8
  is constant value to convert bits to bytes.

Bitrate is main factor in determining of the video file size, high bitrate demand more storage

capacity. With different compression methods, the bitrate can be reducing without affecting to

the video resolution.

2.6 Video Analytics

Video analytics system is an intelligent video system, which uses computer algorithms to detect

predefining issues from real-time video captured by CCTV system. CCTV system can become

more intelligent by programming it smarter or adding programs to make it smarter. There are

three commonly use types of video analytics: Fixed Algorithm analytics, Artificial Intelligence

learning algorithms and Facial recognition systems. The potential of video analytic is enormous

and new software applications are being developed continually for using existing video footage

to protect people and property and to improve different processes further. [2] [16]

The purpose of Fixed Algorithm Analytics is to determine if unwanted behavior is occurring in

the field of video camera’s view. Algorithms are observed from the picture for a specific

behavior, like crossing a line in the parking lot or floating face down in a swimming pool. Each
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fixed algorithm observes very specific behavior from video when each camera needs an

individual algorithm in most cases. [16]

Artificial Intelligence learning algorithm’s purpose is to learn to find discordant behavior from

the video. Learning algorithm system is starting from a blank slate and after several weeks of

observing period its learning to separate normal behavior from abnormal. Algorithm is studying

what is normal during the day or night, working day or weekend and even hour-by-hour. After

the learning period the system starts to issue alerts and alarms when detecting behavior not seen

before or detecting something abnormal on a certain day of week or time. [16]

Facial recognition systems compare the samples stored in data storage with the match point of

the face from video and the idea is to identify friend or foe for example access control point of

view. Facial recognition systems create 3D maps of faces in real time and compare those to

databases. The latest versions of facial recognition systems can match individuals in real time

against millions of records and if the face does not match with the record the system tries to

create a new record with the best possible image of that person. The latest versions are working

also under poor lighting and with dynamic backgrounds [16]. Besides the facial recognition can

be used for identifying certain person, it can be also utilized for example to targeted advertising

with algorithms that are detecting age and gender based on the facial scan.  Facial recognition

uses complex mathematical technology to compare facial features such as structure, shape and

portions of the face. Portions of the face are for example the locations of eyes, nose and mouth,

distances between different facial parts or the size of the facial parts.  [17]

2.7 System integration

System integration is removing the old-fashioned stove-piped structure when different systems

take advantage of each other. By integrating systems to one big complex including many

different subsystems, the potential is majorly increasing. Integration will also improve and

make more efficient data communications among complementary systems. System interfaces

allow controlling related building systems that designer is willing to control together with

security systems e.g. lights, doors, ventilation systems, elevators etc. Possible interfaces are
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information inputs and control outputs to use together when building systems. Information

inputs give beneficial feedback that can be availed with security system operation whereas

control outputs have ability to control related system to improve the use of the system. [13]

Utilization of camera technology into fire safety is a common integration in today’s security

systems. Monitoring of area on fire is beneficial when real-time situational picture of an

accident and incident in a building is available. With live picture, rescue workers are able to

produce a rapid assessment of the situation and provide information to the situational

management on the amount of people, severity of fire and additional risk factors. Video footage

from the accident area can be availed afterwards for streamlining and developing the rescue

work. System integration together with video analytic, streamlines the safety in monitored area.

Video analytic is capable to detect by itself strange events or discover occasions as risk and

make pre-alarms in such circumstances. Fire risk anticipation is usually accomplished with

traditional video surveillance system together with algorithm detecting smoke or heat columns

from the image. High-risk electrical devices can be supervised with thermal cameras so that

electrical fires can be prevented and proactive information about maintenance need or other

risk can be forwarded to the user. [14]
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3 CCTV SYSTEM IN A CRUISE VESSEL

Video surveillance system is one of the most crucial safety systems at the cruise vessel. CCTV

systems are widely utilized on board, for example for passenger safety, surveillance of public

security and monitoring the area of possible accidents. This complex system involves also

observing the safety of the machinery areas and observing the outer hull of the vessel for

security reasons. In addition to live monitoring, continuous long-time recording of captured

video, audio and images are insisted. It is possible to use recorded video as an evidence for the

criminal investigation or as an assistance when resolving reasons of accidents. [28]

CCTV systems on board are constructed nowadays mainly with IP network cameras and server

architecture. It has become common that the CCTV network is embedded to the vessel's IT

network. In general, network cameras are using PoE technology where the power for camera is

brought along with the same Ethernet cable used for data transfer. Some surveillance targets

with special requirements could demand some special features from the camera, e.g. the camera

needs more power than PoE technology is capable to produce. The commonly used system

structure in marine environments is the Hybrid DVR that allows using analog technology

cameras together with the IP network system. [28]

CCTV system server architecture is required to work fully redundantly and scalable. CCTV

system capacity of nowadays cruise vessel is dependent on the shipping companies’

requirements, however technology development has allowed the video surveillance systems to

grow and it is normal to have over 1000 cameras and tens of workstations on board.

Workstations are located all over the vessel and it has caused a necessity for multiple levels of

user rights when using the CCTV system. The user rights are defined for different security

levels of the operators, based on their assignments. The security level divides cameras and the

functions into different groups. Depending on the group, the rights are restricted so that certain

operators can only view the camera footage or do the permissible functions only for the cameras

inside their security level. [28]
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3.1 Development of CCTV system

Over the past decades, one of the biggest developments of CCTV system has been the

technology shift from the analogue system to IP network system. In the new build cruise

industry, CCTV systems have been assembled mainly with IP technology. Transition to IP

camera technology has reduced the cabling of the system, and the transmission of data has

become smoother. It is possible to use Power over Ethernet (PoE) compatible IP cameras with

only one cable that makes the installing and the commissioning of the camera system easier

when additional power cable is not required anymore. PoE technology allows the network cable

to carry electrical power along with the data. Power over Ethernet (PoE) is introduced more

precisely in chapter 3.1.1. [6]

Updating of the CCTV system from analogue technology to IP based technology has changed

the system operating method. The change of technology has altered the system characteristics

and improved many of the functionalities, like the resolution of cameras and greater storage

capacity. IP network allows camera viewing and controlling remotely from devices connected

to the same network. Intelligent CCTV allows supplementing the system with the newest

technology e.g. real time video analyses like facial recognition and assortment of other abilities,

which are evolving increasingly. The Integration of different systems into one has made it

possible to increase the potential of the systems. Many optional camera features such as the

preset functionality of the camera, where the camera is moving into a certain direction when a

specific event occurs, has become possible precisely because of this integration. [1]

3.1.1 Power over Ethernet (PoE)

Network switches with Power over Ethernet (PoE) feature are able to feed the power to the IP

cameras along with data signals. Power over Ethernet is a technology that integrates data and

power over the Ethernet cable that originally developed to transfer only data signal. Power over

Ethernet has their own Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) standards 802.3af

and 802.3at and these describe the technology used. These standards define how electrical

power and data signal are possible to transfer along on the same Cat-5 or Cat-6 types Ethernet
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cables. The purpose of these IEEE -standards is to ensure that PoE capable cameras are working

with one Ethernet cable in which it transfers both data and power to the IP camera. [10]

IEEE 802.3af is the first standard for Power over Ethernet technology and it was released in

2003. This standard determines that at least 12,95W is available at the powered device. The

initial value for power is 15,4W of DC power based on the standard, but there is assumed some

dissipation of power in the cables before the end device is achieved. With settings based on the

IEEE –standard, the voltage level of the PoE switch is lower than the determined upper limit of

50V DC voltage defined by the safety standard. Safety standards consider voltages over 50V

DC to be dangerous and should be handled only by qualified persons. The updated IEEE 802.3at

PoE standard was published in 2009 and it is also known as PoE+. Compared to the original

standard, the difference is that it can provide power up to 25.5W by using all four pairs for that.

[10]

When the consumer needs more power than a PoE switch can offer, one option is to use high

power over Ethernet injector (Mid-span) to increase the power to over 30W. Additional AC

power is connected to the mid-span and the intent is to increase the PoE power to the level that

the end device requires. Cameras with special features such as thermal imaging or wash and

wipe functions usually require more power than Ethernet cable can provide, when power can

be increased with mid-span or alternatively additional power cable is needed for the cameras.

The following Figure 8 illustrates the cabling for Power over Ethernet use.  [12]

Figure 8. Power over Ethernet [47].
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Only Ethernet cable is needed for PoE use compared to non-PoE compatible camera where

additional power is required. Network cables such as CAT 5e and CAT 6 include four twisted

pairs and the transferred data for IP camera only requires two pairs of these. It is possible to

utilize these remaining two pairs to carry electrical power to the camera. [47]

3.1.2 Implemented Systems for CCTV

CCTV systems already have a pivotal role to assist other safety systems on board. Different

functionalities trigger the camera to start filming the exact area or object, which are

predetermined into the system. Triggered camera features are exploited in multiple vessel

systems e.g. in fire detection system and in public alarm system. Currently it is normal to

integrate the camera system and the fire detection system to operate together. When the certain

detector becomes active, the camera in that area is triggered and the camera image is forwarded

to operating crew. The feature requires PTZ cameras that are adjusted automatically to turn to

a predetermined stance to view the location of the alarming object. Same kind of function is

implemented in case of general alarm. When a general alarm is guiding the passengers to move

into the designated area, pre-determined cameras are triggered to monitor this occasion and

oversee the assembly station during the alarm and transmit the information to the operating

crew. Cameras are also utilized in the access control system when identifying the person behind

the locked door.

It is mandatory to have docking system at least in big vessels, where it is impossible to see the

whole vessels hull from the bridge that is the commanding station of the vessel. The purpose of

docking system is to assist captain of the vessel by monitoring the side of the vessel below

lifeboats, because those areas could not be seen from the bridge. Docking system is mainly used

when maneuvering the vessel to the port, but of course the same cameras can be utilized during

operation of the vessel on the seas e.g. used as a Man Overboard (MOB) cameras and generally

ensure that vessel is not running over smaller obstacles. Docking camera requirements are more

precisely described in chapter 3.2.1 Rules and standards for CCTV system in marine industry.

Video analytic systems have become more common and the aim of adding different algorithms

into the system is to improve the availability of existing camera systems. Video analytic systems

are based on the analytic algorithms, which are programmed to detect irregular movement from
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camera images like oil mist or smoke. The idea is that the video analytic system is monitoring

the camera image and when detecting abnormal situations the information is transmitted to the

operating crew by pre-alarms.

Man overboard (MOB) is an occurrence when person has fallen from the vessel into the water

and requires help. MOB camera systems are becoming more efficient and common, but any

marine authority does not require automatic function for man overboard system at the moment,

but they will in the future. MOB cameras are usually thermal types when detecting is easier

because of body temperature. The developed MOB cameras are using algorithms to detect

falling movement and pre-alarming these to the operative crew. [36] [37]

3.2 Requirements of CCTV system on board

The International Maritime Organization (IMO) is a specialized agency of the United Nations

with responsibility of international maritime shipping interest and their safety of navigation at

sea. The primary function of IMO is to develop and maintain a comprehensive regulatory

framework for marine industry and the main topics are safety, environmental concerns, legal

matters, etc. International Convention for Safety Life at Sea (SOLAS) is safety related contract

that is administrate by IMO. [27]

3.2.1 Rules and standards for CCTV system in Marine industry

CCTV system has a pivotal role to cover the regulation for navigation bridge visibility. The

requirements of SOLAS for navigation bridge visibility are fulfilled when the location is

vertically right under the maximum beam of the ship’s that is possible with safe distance of

seafarer leaning not over than 400mm. Another demand is the possibility to see the sea surface

view from the side of the bridge that is not over than a transverse distance of 500mm. On the

ship’s side, there are possible places where it cannot be fully viewed from the bridge wing,

maneuvering station or wing station. There should be considered to use cameras to fulfill the

image quality and night vision. In following Figure 9, the requirement for bridge visibility is

presented more precisely. [29]
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Figure 9. Bridge visibility [29].

The aim of the remote camera system located in outer hull of the vessel is to comply with the

requirements of the regulation V.22/1.6. Also, it displays the critical locations during the

maneuvering of the ship. The cameras that are assembled on the side of the hull below the

lifeboats are essential because the view below the lifeboats is plausible blocked and these areas

are crucial to see during docking of the vessel. [29]
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CCTV systems have been increasingly used to support other safety systems. The international

Convention for SOLAS demands that in the fire detection perspective the main propulsion

machinery rooms are required to equip with CCTV cameras in addition with the fire detectors.

The integration between the CCTV system and the fire detection system have expanded

constantly more and more from the machinery areas to the public spaces. It is possible to

arrange advanced integration so that when a fire detector is detecting the fire the CCTV system

in that certain area directs the cameras towards that detector which has made the alarm and via

the system is able to observe possible fire. This function makes it possible that the operating

crew has the opportunity to monitor the fire and block the possible false alarms. [28] [29]

In addition, there are certain areas in the ship that must be surveilled during particular events.

Based on the different rules and requirements, critical areas for surveillance are e.g. helicopter

landing area and bunkering station. CCTV cameras are commonly utilized for monitoring those

areas during activities on there, when ship is bunkering or visibility of the aircraft at the bridge

is needed during the visit. [33] [34]

3.2.2 Shipping Company requirements

The starting point of a new build project is a ship specification contract that is created together

with the shipyard and the shipping company. The purpose of the specifications is also defined

and describes special requirements from Class society and Flag state administration that need

to be fulfilled before the start of operations for the new build vessel is possible to begin.

Normally the foundation for the new build project specification is from the reference design

project of the same shipping company. Reference design project stands for already operating

vessels from the same brand. Definitions of different systems varies a lot in specification, some

of the systems are accurately determined and others have descriptions that are more ambiguous.

Closed circuit television system is one of those systems that are determined very precisely and

even the camera types and amount of each type are usually determined in the speciation. There

is also defined precisely all necessary interfaces between the camera system and other systems

that are wanted to relate to be a part of the surveillance system. [30]

The starting point of shipping company for a closed-circuit television system is from the

reference design project. The number of cameras and related devices are determined in the
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specification and the estimation is based on the reference design project. The amounts are

varying by different factors depending on the size of vessel of the reference project compared

to the new build project. Shipping company’s safety and security departments have mandatory

roles determining the requirements and features of their own brand and vessels. Even the

specification is made before starting a new build project it is possible to update the specification

during those projects. Modifying of specification is necessary to accomplish in agreement

between the responsible person of the shipyard and the shipping company’s representative.

Usually the requirement of modification is coming from shipping company’s side and bigger

modifications require written agreement. The number of CCTV system devices is massive and

it is not unusual to update these amounts during the new build project. Usually the adjustment

is only related to cameras and other components are quite stable after the contract. [30]

The purpose of video surveillance system is to guarantee passengers and crew’s safety on board.

From a safety and security point of view the comprehensiveness target for public areas

surveillance is as high level as possible with available cameras. Minimum requirement for

public area surveillance includes muster stations, embarkation areas for life saving appliances

such as lifeboats, smoking areas, pools, water slider entrances and landings, staircases and

elevators. There are also a lot of devices and areas in crew area that are required to monitor,

such as different hotspots in galley areas, technical and computer rooms where risky devices

from a security point of view are located. In addition, most of the machinery areas are

mandatory to cover with cameras based on the shipping company’s will and rules and standards

for CCTV system in marine industry. Mandatory areas to cover with video surveillance system

are at least main engine rooms and bunker stations. Flag state and the cruise area of the new

build impacts a lot for these above presented requirements. [30]

Classification society is ensuring the safety of the vessels at sea and work as a partner of the

shipping companies. Flag state sets rules and standards required from the vessels operating on

that specific country's ports and area. For instance, US Coast Guard defines the requirements

that are needed to fulfill for entering to the US ports. [30]
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4 CCTV SYSTEM DESIGN INSTRUCTIONS

CCTV system design is one of the most challenging design tasks of the security systems

because there are several technology sectors to be handled together with knowledge of all stages

and components in the camera technology. In addition to the actual camera technology, for

example lighting and weather conditions need to be considered when designing the system. In

case the system is implemented using IP technology, a good understanding of local area

network (LAN) technology is required in the system design. In every design project, the

understanding of customers will be the most crucial prior. Compromises are needed in terms of

the number of cameras, image areas and recording frequency when designing the best solution

possible. [7]

CCTV system design should consider functional and operational requirements before the

procurement and installation of video surveillance system. The purpose of system design is to

correspond for requirements and define proper equipment selection and installation. At the

beginning of system design, it is mandatory to take into account demand assessment to ensure

security risks and identify mitigation plans. This is made because the CCTV system is a part of

a multi-layered security approach. [5]

The main tools of CCTV system design include drawings, specification, interdisciplinary

coordination, product selection and effective cooperation between project management and

client management to achieve system that is satisfying for both sides. Drawings are the core of

the design and the purpose of them is to present the relation between the devices of the systems

and other determinant elements e.g. connection between the devices and physical environment

of the system, devices and conduit and power, devices and the users and devices connected to

each other. Another essential function of the drawings is to serve different user groups during

life cycle of the system. The bid estimators need drawings for determining what kind of material

to purchase, the installer needs drawings for installation of the system in a correct way and the

project manager needs these to manage the progress of installation and also uses these as a tool

for timely coordination of project phases. After the delivery of the system, the maintenance

technician needs drawings to keep the system safe and sound and the next engineer expanding

the system will need all documentation to be able to expand the system without any problems.

[13]
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The specification has a critical strategic role in system design, and the role is as crucial as the

role of drawings in the system design. The intention of specification is to determine standards

and rules and generally take precedent in legal disputes whereas the purpose of drawings is to

illustrate what is determined in the specification. Specification should unequivocally describe

of what project contains e.g. explanation of the integrated systems and sub systems, services

that the contractor will provide and clearly define acceptable products, installation methods,

and procedures for testing, acceptance of system and training and warranty practices. [13]

Interdisciplinary coordination is mandatory when integrating security systems to each other.

Interfacing the security system to other systems makes the entirety more functional when

features from other systems can be utilized. Product selection has a crucial role from integrating

point of view when devices have to be compatible together. In product selection, the expectation

from the client needs to be listened carefully to avoid incurring disappointments when it is not

possible to implement the required feature to the system. [13]

4.1 Defining system requirements

The purpose of defining CCTV system requirements is to present the main reasons for the

desired video surveillance system and point the additional value achieved with the surveillance

system from the security point of view. In general, system defining should be carried out on

such a large scale that the whole security situation of assessment destination could be perceived.

The purpose is to discover solutions for the demand assessments such as functional

requirements, operation requirements, infrastructure requirements and video retention

requirements. [7]

To be able to define the CCTV system requirements, the starting point is to understand the

general concept of the surveillance system. The main purpose of the CCTV system affects the

layout of the surveillance system. The device selection and locations differ based on the fact

that if the system purpose is to be deterrent or concealed. Defining the operating method of

CCTV system is essential because it determines rather much the layout of control room and

how the recording of video footage is implemented. There will be differences in the system’s

functionality if a 24-hour guard is using the system all the time when comparing to unattended
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control room. The environment of the surveillance area affects the system size and camera types

[10]. As a part of system requirement defining it is encouraged to do a site inspection where

different device options are more easily compared. After the site inspections designer should

have clear understanding about the special requirements what the object of surveillance sets for

the designed system such as light levels of the area and specific locations of cameras and video

receiving equipment. [7]

Camera type selection has an essential role for totality of CCTV system. Choosing the best

camera types possible for exact CCTV system depends highly on the operational environment

and how it will integrate into the system. Best method to clarify these open items is during site

inspections. With the following question list, determining the best possible camera type for an

exact CCTV system is possible to do. [5]

- What is the desired image quality?
- What size is the desired field of view (FOV)?
- How much lighting is available?
- Will the camera be installed indoors or outdoors?
- Will the video be monitored on a full-time basis?
- How will the video be transmitted?
- Will the camera be exposed to extreme conditions?

4.2 Analyzing of different options

During the analyzing period, the intention is to present alternative solutions to the customer

with estimation of costs. The purpose is to go through the most important differences between

the alternative solutions with the customer and emphasize the essential features in the specific

target. After the analyzing review, there should be a clear goal to aim with the implementation-

engineering period. [7]

4.3 Implementation engineering

After the system requirements are processed together with customer or user the next step would

be more precise implementation plan where the designed system is described in detail. The

system design includes technical details of the components and introduction of required features
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of the system. Eligible plan defines the functional requirements and technical performance of

the system as precisely as possible without affecting the bidding contests. In an elaborated

engineering it is accomplished in stages and it consists clear inspection of components of the

system and functionalities regarding to these. [7]

The purpose of implementation plan is to present:

- Storage and central devices and functionalities for these of the implement system.
Cabling of the system and uninterruptible power supplies

- Layout of the cameras positions and field of view
- Control and use of functions
- Bandwidth and speed of transfer datalink
- Facilities of control rooms and permission setting of remote control rooms
- Requirements of maintenance and system flexibility in case on updates

Execution of recording device is in pivotal role of design because stored data is highly

dependent on resolution of image and amount of CCTV system cameras. Specification of

storage could be impossible to determine without pre-investigation. User interface of storage

should be selected carefully based on the environment and the users of system. Another topic

that should be clearly studied already during implementation phase, is the monitoring stages

and facilities of these. [7]

Since implementation engineering is successfully completed, next step before execution of the

design is tendering procedure of the planned system. For designed system should tender out

together with comprehensive design plan and properly specified request for quotation materials

in order to receive comparable offers from all participants of the competition. For relevant

comparison it is mandatory to do both financial and technical inspection because the range of

products differs between systems suppliers causing differences for the technologies and

functionalities. Some quotations can reach the wanted standard level intrinsically while another

system requires additional features with extra prices therefore originally the cheaper offer can

eventually be the most expensive. [7]
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4.4 Execution of the design

CCTV system drawings have a critical role because execution of design and installation of

cameras are accomplished based on these. Modifications done during installation phase are

essential to update to the relevant drawings because these are serving the user during

maintenance or update of the system and that kind of works are only safe to do with up-to-date

drawings. It is possible to improve documentation still after commissioning of the system by

adding new, more detailed documents into drawing package as a part of assignable as built

documentation. [7]

After installation and configuration of the system, the next step is the test and trial program

during which the customer verifies that the system is working as expected and that all wanted

functionalities mentioned in the design documentation are included into the system. Still before

the handover of the system, supplier is obliged to arrange system training to the end users. The

idea is that the end users would be able to operate independently the system immediately after

the delivery and for that reason it is suggested to take users to be a part of the project already

in early phase of it so they would be more aware of the system. [7]
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5 CASE: TEMPORARY SURVEILLANCE IN A CRUISE VESSEL

The reason underlying this case was the fact that the Shipyard Meyer Turku Oy had not an

appropriate solution for the temporary surveillance for construction and testing periods. The

vessel's own camera system is working with varying success during construction and testing,

when there are a lot of IT and electricity problems in the project under construction. The

unstable network causes that cameras are dropping off from the line and because of that, most

of the time cameras are offline and not available. Another significant issue is that the startup of

vessel’s own IT network occurs at very late phase of the project, only a few months before the

delivery. Because of that, it is not possible to use the vessel’s own camera system even in theory

for long-term construction period surveillance. The construction period of big vessels can last

for several years, so the period without proper surveillance could be very long. These above

mentioned reasons and increasing cyber security threat have obliged shipyard to start planning

how the surveillance could be improved already in the earlier phase of the project.

Chapters 5.1 and 5.2 are presenting the requirements for the temporary surveillance system and

analyzing different options by utilizing the theory chapters presented earlier in this thesis

together with comparison of different camera system techniques on the market. The purpose of

comparison is to give a good knowledge about the options on the market and with that

competence target is to fulfill the requirements set by the shipyard for the temporary

surveillance system. The culmination of this thesis are the chapters 5.3 and 5.4 that are

presenting implementation and execution of the small-scale system assembled to the shipyard’s

next vessel under construction. The research method used is system engineering, in which the

final product is designed and executed properly. Case chapter will be accomplished based on

the material from ST-handbook 13. ST-handbook 13 is presenting the design instructions for

video surveillance system and these instructions from the handbook are presented more

precisely in chapter four.
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5.1 Definition of system requirements for the temporary surveillance system

The original idea for designing a temporary surveillance system for construction period was to

improve the surveillance in general and secure the project under construction already in earlier

phase. The main subjects that have highlighted the absent of surveillance are vandalism,

thievery and continually growing cyber security risk. Cyber threat requires surveillance in

specific rooms around the vessel, where is located devices that are vulnerable for cyber attacks.

The thesis project had already started, when also outer hull surveillance became one of the main

priorities for temporary surveillance system. Rules and standards for CCTV system in marine

industry demands a fully visible view of the vessels hull during operation. Already in the sea

trial of the vessel it is mandatory to have a reliable docking system where outer hull is observed

and blind spots below the lifeboats are covered with cameras to serve and assist the operation

of the vessel. Rules and standards are presented more precisely in chapter 3.2.

When defining system requirements for the temporary surveillance system, one of the key

topics is the modularity. The purpose is that the shipyard is able to use the same system as a

base for the upcoming projects in the future by only modifying the system by the individual

requirements of each project. The size of the system can alternate as a result of the project size

or form. Another key topic is the variable level of requirements set by the shipping company

e.g. what is needed to surveil from cyber security point of view. In addition, insurance

companies are nowadays very interested about safety features and by improving the

construction phase surveillance there is an opportunity to achieve savings in the insurance

payments.

An important factor for the modularity is cabling of the system, that is one of the biggest tasks

when changing the system setup. It is not recommended to leave spare cables to the structures

of the vessel in vain. Because of this, temporary cabling needs to be designed beneficially

because otherwise the cabling is the biggest section in both events, assembling and

disassembling of the system. When selecting the component type, it is needed to take into

account the environment of the object of supervision. In the environment of the vessel,

surveillance is typically needed inside and outside of the vessel and therefore the most effective

way is to obtain components that are suitable for both. There might be also areas indoors where

IP class of the devices needs to be higher than normal indoor camera is offering.
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5.2 Analyzing of different options for the temporary surveillance system

The material from the system and component presentations in chapter 2 is utilized in this

analyzing process. Customer of the temporary surveillance system is the shipyard, whose

purpose is to improve the surveillance in the upcoming projects with temporary surveillance

system in the future. The purpose of this analysis is to point out the most suitable solution for

shipyard’s intents. In the following Table 2 is presented the comparison for three different

system structures.

Table 2. Technology comparison.

IP/Network CCTV Wireless CCTV Analog CCTV
1. Camera ● Digital signal ● Digital signal ● Analog signal

2. Transmission ● Image converted to
digital inside camera

● Image transmitted
over network

● Image converted to
digital inside camera

● Image transmitted
over network

● Image converted after
transmission

3. Security ● VPN support ● VPN support ● Not VPN support

4. Monitor ● Not needed – image
can be viewed
anywhere

●

● Not needed – image
can be viewed
anywhere

● Monitor and control
room needed

5. Storage ● NVR or secure
software

● NVR or secure
software

● Video recorder needed

6. Modularity ● Easy setup – co axial
cable and computer
station not required

● Minimal installation
time – no cables

● Compact size cameras

● Wires needed from
video recorder

● Additional power
needed
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5.2.1 Analysis of camera types

In this analyzing chapter functions of digital and analogue camera types are being compared

based on theory chapters of this thesis and the requirements set by the environment. When

choosing a suitable camera, following requirements are beneficial to take into account. Desired

image quality, desired field of view (FOV), light level and whether camera is located indoors

or outdoors. Digital CCTV camera systems were providing higher resolution than analogue

cameras before the Analog High Definition (AHD) cameras were introduced. The cap between

resolutions was diminished after the analog high definition cameras were published, but other

advantages are still arraying for the digital cameras. Resolution is important if additional video

analytic is desired to add into system such as facial recognition feature. Desired FOV and light

level are depending on the target of supervision. Wide area surveillance such as outer hull

observation is completely different compared to the specific entrance surveillance.

The network cameras or wireless cameras are mainly used in new build projects when the whole

system is designed from beginning and old solutions are not mandatory to utilize. In retrofitting

projects, in which the purpose is to update already existing system, analog camera could

possibly be the best solution when the base of the system is originally made for analog

structures.  Digital cameras convert the signal before transferring so additional converters are

not needed like in analog system. Digital cameras have ability to work comprehensively only

with Ethernet cable where the power and data are carried. This ability reduces the need of

cabling of the system compared to analog cameras that need the additional power cable. Based

on these facts it is logical to use digital cameras in new build projects.

5.2.2 Analysis of transmission

The transmission of data can be executed with wires or wirelessly. The modularity of the

temporary surveillance system is one of the main priorities and cabling have a critical role in

that. The IP network system have ability for monitoring, recording and streaming of video

easily with the devices connected to the same network with the cameras. This is remarkable

advantage when comparing to analog system where all devices are needed to connect

separately. Wireless transmission is also an option, but the signal interruptions and interferences
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can cause troubles in challenging environment. Based on that, suitable transmission method for

temporary surveillance system would be IP network or wireless transmission.

5.2.3 Analysis of cyber security

It is possible to secure the IP network with Virtual Private Network (VPN). VPN is created to

extend the private network across a public network.  VPN connection is secured against external

attacks and all the transferred data is routed through an encrypted virtual tunnel. The servers

and storages of the system are necessary to locate in the space where only authorized persons

are allowed to enter.

5.2.4 Analysis of monitors

Surveillance cameras is possible to monitor remotely in IP network and wireless systems. For

monitoring is needed suitable device such as iPad or computer, required program for enabling

viewing of the material and access to the same network with the cameras. Analog systems

usually require own control rooms and monitors where videos are observed. For temporary

surveillance system the flexible solution would be best and remote monitoring offers that.

5.2.5 Analysis of storage

The capacity of storage fully depends on the customers’ needs. The needed capacity is

dependent of bitrate, camera amount and required days of recording. Recording method also

affects needed storage capacity. The need for storage capacity is higher with continuous record

method compared to the motion detection record. [23] [32]

Storage capacity S can be easily calculated with Equation 3 presented in chapter 2.4. The

calculated value for continuous recording with 8 cameras, one-week video recording time and

with the bitrate value 4Mb/s storage capacity, S is 2362,5 GB. Most of the storage capacity

calculators present values in terabytes. Gigabytes in base 2 (binary) can be converted to

terabytes by dividing the value with 1024 when calculated storage capacity S is 2,307 TB.
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It is easy to calculate required data storages with determined values for the designed systems

and different calculators are easily found from the internet. In Table 3 one example of the data

storage requirement with 4Mb/s streams for 8 cameras is presented.

Table 3. Data storage requirement with 4Mb/s streams for 8 cameras, based on [23].

Number of
cameras

Compressed
Video steam
(Mb/s)

Required
days of
recording

Calculated
Storage
continuous
recording (TB)

Calculated
storage with
VMD 33% (TB)

8 4 1 0,33 0,11
8 4 7 2,31 0,76
8 4 14 4,61 1,52
8 4 30 9,89 3,26
8 4 180 59,33 19,58
8 4 360 120,30 39,70

Calculated value by using Equation 3 is at the same level that the value presented in Table 3.

Comparison value from Table 3 for 4Mb/s streams for 8 cameras and one week recording time

is 2,31 TB.

5.2.6  Analysis of modularity

Easy assembling and disassembling of the temporary system is one of the main requirement for

selection of the devices. Cameras, monitors, storages and transmission methods is affecting the

structure and cabling of system. Digital system reduces needed cabling when devices are

connected together via network and additional power cables are not needed when Ethernet cable

can provide data and power in one cable by using PoE switch. With the digital system control

room is not needed when video material can be explored remotely. Advantages created by the

digital system makes it sensible solution for temporary surveillance use.
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5.2.7 Analyzing of costs

The price difference between IP network cameras and analog HD cameras have narrowed when

IP cameras have become more common. In following Table 4 is presented the specks for analog

and IP network cameras from same manufacturer.

Table 4. Camera comparison.

Analog Camera IP Network Camera
Manufacturer HKI vision HKI vision
Type  8 MP Outdoor Varifocal Bullet Camera 8 MP IR Varifocal Bullet Network Camera
Model DS-2CE19U1T-AIT3ZF DS-2CE19U1T-AIT3ZF
Max resolution 3840 × 2160 3840 × 2160
Lens type 2.7  to 13.5 mm 2.8 to 12 mm
Horizontal FOV 108.1°to 45.6° 108.1° to 45.5°
Day & Night IR Cut Filter IR Cut Filter
Price of the device 174 € 368 €

Based on the table the basic features for cameras are at same level so the price comparison is

suitable to perform with these. The price of IP network camera is more than two times of the

price of Analog model. These prices above have been searched from the price comparison

engines and are presenting the lowest available prices. Even the price of the IP network camera

is higher than analog camera the total costs of the systems are at the same level because the

cabling costs of analog camera system is more expensive. Based on this comparison the cost is

not significant matter when selecting the system.

5.2.8 Analyzing of reliability of temporary surveillance

Two essential matters came up when the operational reliability of temporary surveillance

system during the construction phase of the vessel was studied. The first one is that the system

crash has to be avoided by power supply point of view. The second issue is that data transferring

must be stable and breakdowns need to be avoided.

Power supply verification

A ship that is under construction, can be a very unstable environment from power feed point of

view when mandatory systems should have backup power available. For enabling stable use of
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temporary surveillance system, the battery verification is a good option to avoid crashing of

system. During black outs, stable use for cameras is secured with batteries, avoiding the

cameras dropping off the line. It is possible to calculate needed battery capacity when the

battery is discharged with constant current with following Equation 4 when the battery is

discharged with constant current and required operation time is known. [51]

𝐶d = 𝑖c ∙ 𝑡d (4)

Where 𝐶d is discharge capacity, 𝑖c is constant current and 𝑡d is discharge duration. There is

calculated example below, where the measured current consumption 𝑖c value 1,25 A is utilized.

The measure was implemented for two HKI vision IP network cameras and required operation

time was 12 hours.

𝐶d = 1,25𝐴 ∙ 12ℎ

𝐶d = 15𝐴ℎ

Data transfer verification

Data transfer verification is another matter that has to operate immaculately for ensure stable

use of temporary surveillance system. Without data transfer, cameras are not able to work

properly. From the system modularity point of view, wireless data transfer technology will be

the most suitable solution for the temporary surveillance when long Ethernet cables are not

needed. After the uninstalling of temporary system, it is not recommended to leave the spare

cables into the structures of the ship and for that reason extra cabling should be avoided. IP

cameras have made it possible to take advantage of the Long Term Evolution (LTE) network

for transferring data of video surveillance system. The strengths of LTE network are a good

availability and a good flexibility of the network. A ship is a challenging environment for

wireless data transferring because it is possible that the massive metal structures of the ship are

weakening the wireless data. It is possible to strengthen LTE network with GSM antennas that

are mandatory to use in a ship environment to ensure solid data transfer of the system. Wireless

Gigabit (WiGig) network is another good option for ensuring stable data transfer. WiGig system

would be beneficial when the coverage of LTE network is weakening and the data transfer is

suffering from that. The situation where the covering of LTE network is really tested is on the

sea trial when the testing of the soon to be delivered ship is performed offshore.
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5.3 Implementation engineering for the CASE system

The first version of implemented temporary surveillance test system of the vessel during

construction phase was adjusted and it became more precise during the writing process of this

thesis. Eventually it was decided to focus on the surveillance of outer hull of the vessel in the

case chapter 5. In marine industry the outer hull surveillance system covering the blind spots in

the waterline is also known as docking system. Docking system is observing the waterline and

its function is to assist operational crew with surveillance of the outer hull of the ship and

eliminate these blind spots from bridge wings e.g. behind the vessel and side of the vessel

caused by the lifeboats. Supervision of the complete outer hull is mandatory to ensure the ship’s

safe operation offshore. The temporary system should be so reliable that it works trouble-free

at sea several days in a row during the sea trial testing. For this reason the data transferring and

viewing of the system should not be dependent on ship’s own IT network because it can still

be very unstable on the sea trial. Docking system is beneficial during operation at seas and

especially throughout the docking of the ship.

Temporary outer hull surveillance system is intended to accomplish in co-operation together

with the Shipyard Meyer Turku Oy and high-tech company Brighthouse Intelligence Oy and it

is part of Business Finland’s funding project S4V – FFN (Future Fairway Navigation).

Brighthouse Intelligence Oy has the main responsible of the technical design and will work as

a supplier for the devices used in the system. Shipyard Meyer Turku Oy’s activities defined in

the functional description concerning the temporary docking surveillance system were to locate

the cameras to have a visible picture from both sides of the vessel in waterline. In general

shipyard is responsible for the compliance with the requirements of the system. This

cooperation includes three different phases in total but during this thesis only two of these are

implemented and tested. The first phase is the launching of the vessel and it will be

accomplished in January 2021. After launching the vessel the purpose of these cameras is to

assist during the rest of the outfitting time by observing the dock side of the outer hull. The

second phase is the transfer of the vessel that occurs in summer 2021. The vessel under

outfitting will be transferred out from the shipyard temporarily. The third phase will be the sea

trial of the vessel in autumn 2021 where the waterline and pilot doors of the vessel are

surveilled. The surveilling of waterline is mandatory to do with cameras, because obstacles
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such as lifeboats are blocking the view from the bridge of the vessel. Launching and transfer

phases will be presented more precisely in the next chapter. [53]

The modularity of the system was highlighted already in the part where defining of the system

requirement was presented and it is the key factor of the design when the system have to be

easily installed and uninstalled from the vessel for re-using again in the following projects. The

system has to be also easily variable based on the project where it is used. In addition, different

phases of the projects described earlier require different amount of devices.

5.3.1 CASE system overview

Temporary outer hull surveillance system will be executed with following overview. The

overview of the system will be the same in launching phase and transferring phase and only the

amount of cameras and smartboxes are updated.  The overview of the system in both phases is

presented in Figure 10.

Figure 10. System overview [52].
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The ship is equipped with smartboxes that are serving one or two cameras depending on the

location, VPN-Client and aggregator. Video transmission is executed with aggregated LTE

(Long Term Evolution) connection to LTE network and video footage is viewed from iPad.

VPN endpoint and video proxy web server are located at the Brighthouses’ facilities. [52]

Selected camera type will be varifocal bullet network camera zoomed fully out when the field

of view is as wide as possible that is suitable for observing extensive areas. Surveilling the outer

hull of the vessel, the field of view is good to maximize for allowing good coverage with

minimum number of cameras. Data and power cables of the cameras are connected to the

smartboxes designed by Brighthouse. LTE network is strengthened with GSM pole antennas

located near cameras and connected inside the smartboxes. [32]

Smartboxes are designed and built to endure different weather conditions. Smartboxes include

battery, battery charger, mini PC, two different modems and terminals for cameras. The battery

backup enables two days independent operation without additional power and two modems

improve the LTE coverage when two different operator mobile network is used. Smartbox

layout is presented in Figure 11. [32]

Figure 11. Smartbox [48].
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Outer hull surveillance below lifeboats is mandatory to exist before the vessel’s departure to

the sea trial. During the design phase of the temporary outer hull surveillance system it was

decided to utilize the surveillance already in earlier phase of the project. There are several

potential events where the temporary outer hull surveillance system is possible to utilize in the

new build project, already before the sea trial where the monitoring of the hull is mandatory to

exist. The first potential option is the launching of the project when the new vessel is transferred

from land to water. In total three cameras will be installed for this event and purpose of the

system is to assist at the launching by surveilling the waterline of the vessel. Additional

surveillance is seen beneficial for avoiding collisions and utilize the provided live stream in

tugboats when these are performing the transfer operation. After the launching, cameras will be

left on their places and the function of the cameras is to work as an “anchor watch” for observing

fixing ropes and floating barge during hard and windy weather. System layout for launching

and outfitting period is presented in Figure 12 below. [53]

Figure 12. Launching, locations for cameras and smartboxes [52].

In the launching phase, three cameras are installed to dock side of the vessel for observing the

waterline and three smartboxes are serving these cameras. Requirement for this phase was the
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uninterrupted active use of system at least for 24 hours without additional power supply and

opportunity for 3 days idle mode besides the active time. Idle mode’s purpose is to shut down

all other devices from the smartbox excluding modem 1 whose purpose is to activate the normal

mode back on when needed. NMEA/AIS data is minor and transfer should not be a problem

when only three video streams are transferred to the server. One video stream requires 3-4 Mbps

network bandwidth. [32] [48]

After the launching following steps are related to transferring of the vessel. After launching the

vessel needs to be transferred out from the shipyard to get fairway for the next vessels Floating

Engine Room Unit (FERU). The last phase before the removing of the temporary surveillance

system from soon to be delivered vessel is the sea trial. Implemented system for the transfer

phase when the vessel was needed to transfer out from the shipyard temporarily to have clear

fairway for next vessels FERU is presented in next Figure 13. [53]

Figure 13. Transfer, locations for cameras and smartboxes [52].

In the transfer phase, in total seven cameras are used and six of them are located at the ship and

the seventh camera will be installed to observe the transfer experiment from the land. The

minimum requirement for this phase was uninterrupted use of the system for 12 hours.
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NMEA/AIS data is minor and transfer should not be a problem when only seven video streams

is transferred to server. One video stream requires 3-4 Mbps network bandwidth. [32] [48]

5.4 Execution of the design for the CASE system

In the launching at January 2021, vessel was moved out from the dry dock into outfitting pier

successfully and camera pictures were transferred with smartbox arrangement to the shipyard’s

harbour master and to the assisting tugboats during the operation. The arrangement was

working properly and experiment agreed to develop further. When the launching experiment

found out to be usable, it was planned to use the cameras to work as “anchor watch” during the

rest of the outfitting period in spring 2021. The purpose was to transfer the camera pictures with

smartbox arrangement to shipyard’s harbour master and his crew. Due to Covid-19 the

experiment was not implemented but the same principle and smartbox overview was decided

to use for transfer experiment in Midsummer 2021, only the arrangement needed to be updated.

[52]

The exact transfer of the vessel from dry dock into the outfitting pier takes only few hours to

accomplish but the launching experiment takes several days starting with opening the dry dock

valves and filling the dry dock pool with water. The camera footage from launching experiment

was recorded approximately 12 hours and live pictures were successfully availed by the

tugboats and other relevant parties monitoring the execution.  [52]

The smartbox battery capacities were measured during the launching phase from the smartbox

3 that was serving two cameras in the middle of the ship’s dock side. The measurements were

advisable to perform with smartbox 3 where there were two cameras installed, which is the

maximum amount. The battery used in the launching phase had 115Ah capacity and the current

consumption measurements are presented in Table 5 below.
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Table 5. Smartbox 3 – Current consumption measurements [48].

Based on the manufacturer, it is possible to use lead-acid battery safely about 50% of the total

capacity. With the measured values presented in Table 5 and Equation 4 presented in chapter

5.2.8, the actual battery capacity can be verified with average values. It is seen from the Table

5 that the idle mode is differing depending on how the relay is connected. After the investigation

was stated that in normal close (NC) mode relay itself consume 30-50mA and when switching

that to normal open (NO) mode, the current consumption dropped. The requirements for

uninterrupted operating time in phase one was 24 hours active and 3 days in idle mode when

devices are power down except one of the modems is active [48]. Idle values can be calculated

by using the same Equation 4 and normal open (NO) connection is used because measurements

clearly indicate that current consumption is lower with normal open connection. After the active

capacity 𝐶active and idle capacity 𝐶idle values are calculated with required operation times, the

total battery capacity requirement 𝐶req can be defined. Total battery capacity requirement 𝐶req

is the summation of the active capacity 𝐶active and the idle capacity 𝐶idle. The battery type used

is a lead-acid battery and assumption is that 50% of the battery’s total capacity is safe to use to

ensure the reliability of recharging. Based on that, the battery capacity is needed to double when

only 50% of the total capacity is allowed to use. In Table 6 it is presented calculated values for

active time requirement and idle time requirement and 𝐶req is defining the summation of total

required battery capacity for launching experiment. Equation 4 was availed in the calculations.

Table 6. Calculated values by using required values for launching experiment.

tc [h] id [A] C [Ah]
Cactive 24 1,25 30

Cidle 72 0,08 5,76

Creq 35,76
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Into the next Table 7 is collected related capacity values for launching experiment that are

calculated with Equation 4.

Table 7. The comparison of battery capacity - Launching experiment.

Launching experiment
Status Capacity (Ah)
Battery capacity 100 % 115
Battery capacity 50 % 57,5
Calculated battery capacity requirements (𝐶req) 35,76

Used Battery capacity (𝐶act) 15

Based on the calculation values presented in Table 6 and Table 7, it can be stated that the used

battery 115Ah is oversized and redefinition of the batteries for the phase two is reasonable to

do at least for the new smartboxes.

In transfer experiment, the minimum uninterrupted use for system with battery operation was

12 hours and the new battery type selected was gel type where 60% of 75Ah capacity can be

used without a risk. With the current consumption values from Table 5 and with rearranging of

Equation 4 the sufficiency of the capacity can be assured. Time duration 𝑡d can be calculated

with Equation 5 when constant current 𝑖c and battery capacity 𝐶d is known.

𝑡d = 𝐶𝑑/𝑖𝑐 (5)

𝑡d = 75𝐴ℎ
1,25𝐴

𝑡d = 60ℎ

It is recommended to use only 60% of battery capacity from the total capacity. The calculated

time durations for 75Ah gel type battery are presented in Table 8 and 𝑡d60%  is the recommended

discharge duration when only 60% of 75Ah battery capacity is used.
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Table 8. Calculated time duration values for 75Ah Gel type battery.

𝑪[Ah] 𝒊𝒅[A] 𝒕𝒄[h]
𝒕𝐝 75 1,25 60

𝒕𝐝𝟔𝟎% 36

With the battery capacity 75Ah, it is possible to use the system in battery-operation for 36 hours

safely that is clearly over the required 12 hours. In Table 9 it is presented related battery capacity

calculations for transfer phase.

Table 9. The comparison of battery capacity - Transfer experiment.

Transfer experiment

Status
Capacity
(Ah)

Battery capacity 100 % 75
Battery capacity 60 % 45
Calculated battery capacity requirements (𝐶req) 15
Used Battery capacity (𝐶act) 10

Based on Table 8 and Table 9 it can be stated that battery capacity 75Ah was sufficient for

transfer experiment.

 In transfer experiment in Midsummer 2021, vessel under outfitting was transferred out from

the shipyard to have a clear fairway for next vessels Floating Engine Room Unit (FERU).

Experiment was successfully done and camera pictures were transferred with smartboxes. The

batteries for the smartboxes were updated based on the experiment gained from the launching

phase. The needed capacity is calculated earlier and based on the calculation, battery capacity

is dimensioned better for transfer phase compared to the launching experiment. Camera pictures

were managed to transfer to the bridge of the vessel for pilot use on board, to shipyard harbour

master and to the assisting tugboats during the whole operation.
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Video data from the transfer experiment was approximately one week material and the exact

transfer lasted approximately 8 hours. Following Table 10 is presenting the recording statistics

for each camera used in transfer experiment. Memory values are taken from the hard drive used

in transfer experiment and time stamps are picked from the video footage of the event.

Table 10. Recording statistics for cameras.

Camera Operation time (d) Memory (GB) Start (date / time) Stop (date / time)
Cam 1.1 7,49 215 20.6.2021 / 9:45 27.6.2021 / 21:30
Cam 1.2 7,46 209 20.6.2021 / 10:15 27.6.2021 / 21:30
Cam 2.1 7,57 167 20.6.2021 / 9:45 27.6.2021 / 23:30
Cam 3.1 7,53 225 20.6.2021 / 11:15 27.6.2021 / 23:59
Cam 3.2 7,52 266 20.6.2021 / 8:00 27.6.2021 / 20:30
Cam 4.1 7,64 261 20.6.2021 / 8:15 27.6.2021 / 23:30
Cam 5.1 7,42 255 20.6.2021 / 9:30 27.6.2021 / 21:30

The image quality for the system is 1920x1280 Full HD that takes about 3-4Mbps stream. The

storage capacity needed for cameras, presented in Table 10, is in total 1596 Gb and average

recording time 7,5 days. The storage capacity can be calculated with Equation 3 from chapter

2.5 by using the values from the transfer experiment and 3Mbps stream. With seven cameras

and 7,5 days average, value of the calculated storage capacity S is 1667,3 GB.

This small difference between the calculated value and actual value is caused by recording data

of camera 2.1. The data is evidently smaller than other cameras although the recording time is

in line with other cameras.  When exploring the camera 2.1 recordings found out, that camera

was covered with plastic hood 1/3 of total recording time and the daily saved data amount was

approximately 1/6 during that period when the camera was covered. This explains the

difference between calculated value and actual quantity of hard disk.
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6 CONCLUSIONS

Based on the research problem “How the reliability of temporary surveillance system is ensured

in unstable environment that ship under construction is offering” the reliability of the system

was assessed with two following requirements. The system must remain on during short power

outages without a separate restart of the system, and video footage of the system must be

transferred in real time and latency of image should be avoided. During this research, the

reliability of temporary system indoors was not verified in practice, results that are introduced

in section of further actions, are based on the analyzing and experience gained from system

installed for outdoor surveillance use.

The temporary surveillance system’s execution part presented in chapter 5, was successfully

implemented with smartbox structure and the outer hull surveillance system functioned as

planned beforehand. During this research two experiments were executed. At first the launching

of the ship and after launching the temporary transferring of the ship out from the shipyard.

From the reliability point of view, the system needs to fulfill following requirements. The

system must remain on during these experiments because additional power is not available

when the shore connection is removed during these executions. Video footage of the system

must be transferred in real time and latency of image should be avoided when the tugboats are

operating from the live video.

Practical results of launching experiment

When the vessel was moved out from the dry dock to outfitting pier, the video footage from the

launching experiment was transferred to shipyard’s harbour master and to the assisting

tugboats. The requirement for the launching experiment was 24 hours active video surveilling

and in addition the system must remain three days on idle mode when only modem 1 is on and

the smartbox is shutting down other devices from the box. The purpose of idle is to enable

battery operated use of the system for several days when the system is not required full-timely

and when it is possible to avail power save mode. During the launching experiment, smartboxes

enabled the system to operate, because they were containing batteries that were utilized during

the connection to shore was out of use. In total three cameras were installed and those recorded

the experiment without interruption. Live video was utilized during the transfer dry dock to

outfitting pier by the tugboats. In total, the amount of video material from the launching
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operation was 12 hours. When the recording time is known, it is possible to calculate the needed

battery capacity by using the Equation 4 presented in chapter 5.2.8 and the measured values of

smartbox 3, presented in Table 5 in chapter 5.4. The calculated value for the actually used

battery capacity 𝐶act during experiment was 15Ah. Based on the launching phase requirement,

active operation time was 24h and idle operation time was 3 days when calculated battery

capacity requirement for total launching experiment 𝐶req is 35,76Ah.  The battery used in

launching phase was lead-acid battery and the manufacturer stated that 50% of the total capacity

could be used safely without damaging the charging abilities. Capacity of the battery was 115

Ah, so 50% of that is 57,5Ah and it can be used without risk. It can be stated that battery

capacity reserved for the launching phase was clearly over dimensioned based on the values

presented in Table 7. 𝐶act is 15Ah and calculated value based on the requirements 𝐶req is

35,76Ah and both of calculated values are clearly under permissible value 57,5Ah. Excessive

battery capacity is not recommended because bigger batteries are more expensive, heavier and

require more space as a result of bigger physical size. Based on above mentioned facts it was

seen reasonable to inspect battery requirements more closely for the next experiment.

Each smartbox includes battery charger that starts automatically charge the batteries when

power from shore or from the ship own power distribution station is connected back. The

system remained successfully on during this launching experiment without additional power

and enabled safe operation of tugboats.

Practical results of transfer experiment

The transfer experiment had the same reliability requirements that the launching experiment,

but with different system layout and different required battery operation time. The batteries of

the smartboxes used in transfer experiment were updated because of experience gained from

launching experiment but concerning other aspects content of the boxes is exactly the same

than in previous experiment. Based on that, the measured current consumption value for

smartbox 3 found from Table 5 is still valid and can be utilized with calculations of battery

capacity. The required battery operation time was now half of launching experiments, only 12

hours. It can be stated that calculated values in Table 7 indicate that battery capacity used in

transfer experiment is sufficient. In Table 7 it is presented that 75Ah gel type battery can be

used without risk for 36 hours when constant current 𝑖c is 1,25 A and the requirement for

transfer experiment was only 12 hours.
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Another way to verify sufficiency of the battery is to calculate required battery capacity 𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑞
with Equation 4. Required duration time 𝑡𝑑 is 12 hours and current consumption 𝑖c is the same

measured value from Table 5, causing that required battery capacity 𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑞 is 15Ah. Eventually

the actual transfer duration was shortened to 8 hours and for that period the system had to work

with battery operation. By changing time value to the Equation 4, it is possible to calculate the

actual capacity 𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑡 used during the transfer experiment and the final calculated value was

10Ah. All the battery capacity calculation values related to transfer experiment are presented

more closely in Table 9 that is found from chapter 5.4.

The battery used for the transfer experiment was updated compared to the launching

experiment. The new battery type was gel type battery and it is possible to use 60% of the total

capacity safely without damaging the charging abilities. Total capacity of the battery was 75

Ah and 60% of that is 45 Ah. Based on the material in Table 9 it can be stated that there was

still a plenty of extra battery capacity reserved for the transfer phase use but more capacity

might be needed in the future when the sea trial is performed with the same smartboxes

involving same batteries. Such as in launching experiment, the smartboxes used in transfer

experiment also have battery chargers for reloading the batteries automatically when power

from shore is connected back to box. As in the launching experiment, the system remained

successfully on during this transfer experiment as well and enabled safe operation of tugboats

and safe transferring of the vessel away from FERU.

Data network reliability

The structure of the system was similar in both experiments and the reliability of LTE network

was ensured with two different cellular modems from different operators. The bandwidth of the

LTE network was not causing any issues, because one HD quality video stream requires 3-4

Mbps network bandwidth and total three videos was transferred during the launching phase and

seven during the transfer phase. The storage capacity was not causing any issues either in such

small system that only contains several cameras and its recording time was set for three days.

The cyber security of the system functions so that all communication is transferred from vessel

to server and to tugboats via VPN. A smartbox includes both Network Address Translation

(NAT) and firewall and all devices of the system are hardened. In addition, the LTE sim cards

do not have public IP addresses and these are working with operator’s NAT connections.
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During launching and transfer experiments, video material was successfully sent to harbor

master, to tugboats and to storage of system, so the data network functioned reliably.

Video analytics

The outer hull surveillance system, working as a case system of this thesis, does not contain

any video analytics or integrations to other systems so far. The only purpose of system was to

provide video footage from ship’s outer hull and that video material was utilized during the

already presented experiments. If the system is required to work as an intelligent video system

in the future, it will be possible by programming it smarter. The cameras used have their own

standard smart features such as line crossing detection and intrusion detection that can be

utilized easily if necessary.

Development proposals

During the experiments, devices that are part of the temporary surveillance system (smartboxes,

cameras and antennas), incurred confusion, because these devices were not presented in any

officially published drawings. Because of that, the area contractors were not aware of these

devices and in which system these devices should belong, and this unconsciousness almost led

to removal and inactivity of the temporary surveillance system. During the transfer experiment

one of the cameras surveilling the outer hull of the vessel was covered with plastic hood

accidentally, and consequently that beneficial video material from the experiment was recorded

only partially. To avoid these kinds of unwanted actions, the design documentation of

temporary surveillance system should be required to be included in official documentation of

the project. With this action, the awareness of the temporary surveillance system would be more

familiar among area contractors during experiments and confusions would be avoided.

Utilization of the motion detector function to the temporary surveillance system would allow

the more efficient use of the system. When the construction site is settling down after the regular

working hours, at least the indoor surveillance would not require continual operation of the

system. When surveillance is activated by motion in surveilled area, required capacity of the

system is lowering. The bandwidth of network is not reserved unnecessarily, the capacity of

storage is not fulfilled with pointless material and the battery capacity can be reduced when

required continual operation time with battery use is lowering. If the size of the battery is
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reduced, it can lead to a positive situation, in which the size of the smartbox could be smaller

and the modularity of the system could be improved further.

Further actions

The following experiment after launching and transfer experiments will be the sea trial of the

ship. Representatives of shipyard, shipping company, classification society and the crew of the

ship will take part of this sea trial that is in practice the test journey of soon to be delivered ship.

During the sea trial functionalities and all kind of testing are performed and introduced offshore.

Before leaving from shipyard, it is obligatory that all security and safety related to work

properly. Docking system is one of these systems that are required to function properly during

the sea trial. In worst case scenario, docking system that is not functioning properly can

postpone the departure of sea trial. The testing schedule for sea trial is very tight and any delay

can cause remarkable extra costs.

As already explained earlier, vessel’s own IT network is not reliable during the sea trial.

Temporary outer hull surveillance system (docking system) for sea trial will be accomplished

with same system structure that was used in already completed experiments. Layout of the

system will be updated so that both sides of the vessel and pilot door are covered with cameras.

LTE network reliability at seas can be unstable when the coverage is weak. Because of that, it

is decided to build additionally a temporary WiGig network inside the ship during the sea trial

for data transfer use. WiGig antennas are positioned so that the coverage is secured and the

uninterrupted power supply is assured similarly than cameras, with battery operation.

Presumably after all research made beforehand, there could be two possible threats of proper

functioning of WiGig network during sea trial. The first one is User Interface (UI) of the WiGig.

If the UI is not designed to be exactly compatible with the WiGig antennas, the connection

keeps breaking off and it causes a risk for successful transferring of video material. Another

threat is inaccurate positioning of WiGig antennas, which might cause misfunctioning of WiGig

network.

In the future shipyard’s intention is to expand this outer temporary surveillance system to indoor

use as well. Main reasons are the increasing cyber security risk and necessity for improvement

of general surveillance already in earlier construction phase. First step to increase cyber security

is to improve the surveillance in critical areas from cyber security point of view such as
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computer rooms, Engine Control Room (ECR) and bridge that are the spaces where the critical

devices from operational point of view are located. With improved surveillance it is possible to

monitor suspicious action in these areas and reduce unnecessary movement in there. The

requirements for indoor temporary system solutions would be the same, reliability of the power

supply and data transfer, such as in the outer hull surveillance system presented during this

thesis. The same system structure as used in outer hull surveillance would be a suitable solution

also to indoor use because of similar requirements. The coverage of network could be more

challenging to accomplish and more antennas are potentially required for ensuring stable use.

The modularity of the system is even more essential indoors, where the project is progressing

continually. During the outfitting period of the vessel it is possible that cameras need to be

reinstalled when new obstacles appears to block the camera’s field of view. The smartbox

structure is easy to install and uninstall when only additional power cable is needed to ensure

the operational condition of the system and smartbox is taking care of the rest. Smartboxes are

capable to serve two cameras in normal use and with PoE use, in total four cameras are possible

to connect to one smartbox. With the patch cables the data is transferred between the camera

and the smartbox followed by the wireless transfer handled by the smartbox mobile networks

and antennas strengthening the network. In the vessel under construction, power failures can

occur regularly and that needs to be taken into account when suitable battery capacities are

calculated for the smartboxes. It is possible to accomplish the network by using LTE or WiGig

technology. WiGig network is the future and if the sea trial experiment is successfully

completed with that technology, that expertise should avail in temporary network used in the

future systems.
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APPENDIX 1. Questionnaire form- CCTV system design – Shipping
company requirements

Date: 26-MAR-2021

Company: Carnival Maritime GmbH

Position: Senior Superintendent Comm./IT Newbuildings

Questionnaire about:

CCTV system design – Shipping company requirements

1. What is the starting point of design? How the basis of the design is determined?
a. Amount and types of cameras?

b. Amount and types of workstations?

c. User rights of the system?

d. Requirements for the features of the system? (E.g. resolution etc.)

2. Which devices or structures are surveilled and why? How these requirements are determined?
(E.g. Hotspots in galley areas and outside areas?)

3. How the interfaces to other safety systems are determined? (E.g. FDS system to CCTV
system)

4. How comprehensively the cruise vessels are usually surveilled? What are determining factors
for this? (E.g. Some brands are surveilling cabin areas, some not?)

5. What are the special requirements (E.g. General standards and company rules) of the system
in marine industry?

6. How classification society affect to CCTV design

7. How operating crew affect to CCTV design

8. What are the limitations when surveilling the passengers? How this differs between different
nations?
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9. How information of surveillance is communicated to passengers?

10. What are the limitations when surveilling the crew? How this differs between different
brands?

11. What kind of challenges the Marine industry sets up to the system on board?
a. Challenges in installation?

b. Challenges in maintenance?

c. Special devices?

d. Other challenges?

12. Which areas or technologies of CCTV system have developed the most in the recent past?

13. Which areas or technologies of CCTV system have the biggest potential to develop in the near
future?  (E.g. Potential of facial recognition technology?)

14. Which design program you prefer to use for positioning or observing CCTV devices? (E.g. 3D
design program)
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APPENDIX 2. Questionnaire form - Cyber security in Marine
industry

Date: 28.4.2021

Company: F-Secure Consulting Finland

Position: Senior Cyber Security Consultant

Questionnaire about:

Cyber security in Marine industry

1. What are the biggest Cyber Security challenges for the maritime industry?

2. Which devices are the most vulnerable for Cyber-attacks in a Cruise vessel?

3. Which are the essential categories of Cyber security to investigate in Marine industry? (E.g.
Network, Application, Information, Operational etc.)

4. What are the most common types of Cyber attacks?

5. How comprehensively the today’s cruise vessels are protected from Cyber attacks?

6. How comprehensively the cruise vessels will be protected against cyber-attacks in the
following 5 years?

7. How classification societies affect Cyber security?

8. How shipping companies affect Cyber security?

9. How operating crews affect Cyber security?

10. What are the damages that Cyber attacks can cause in a Cruise vessel?
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APPENDIX 3. Questionnaire form – Temporary docking system –
Brighthouse Oy

Date: 13.7.2021

Company: Brighthouse Intelligence Ltd

Position: Senior Engineer

Questionnaire about:

Temporary docking system – Brighthouse Oy

1. System structure?

a. Camera types

b. Cabling

c. Video recorder

d. Monitors

e. Other devices (E.g. Smartbox)

2. Smartbox structure?

3. How cyber security has taken into account?

4. How unstable environment has taken account in system? (E.g. blackouts, reliability of
network)

a. How long system is in operational condition during blackouts or other crashes

b. How the reliability of networks is ensured during the sea trial

c. Other difficulties faced during design phase

5. Storage capacity?

a. Recording time

b. Stored image quality
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c. Data storage requirement for single camera

d. Needed capacity for system setup at the moment

6. What are the possible improvement areas for system in the future? (E.g. Cost savings for
storage, Adding analytics into system)

7. Extension possibilities for the system? (E.g. Indoors during construction phase)

8. Is there recognized challenges during sea trial for the system operation?

9. What kind of challenges the Marine industry sets up to the system?

a. Challenges in installation?

b. Challenges in maintenance?

c. Special devices?

d. Other challenges?


